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Young · Wild West Trapping the Redskins
OR, THE LAST RAID OF CRAZY HORSE
By AN OLD 3COUT
:lismounted with an agility th.at was surprising
for one of his a_g-e. "Hello, Arietta! You didn't
expect to see your old itranddad here, I'll bet "
"Why, no. What brought you here?" the gi~l
"Well, of all things! This is one of ther bigas she leaped from her horse and ran
itest surprises of my whole life! Who would answered,
ever have thought of meeting you here, Wild?" to him.
"Well, I was jest goin' to tell Wild about it
"And who would have thoug-ht of meeting you
when I seen you comin' like the wind. Now I'm
here, Sam?"
till they all git here. I reckon they
It surely was an unexpected meeting. The goin' to wait
by this time."
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the region known as the Wild
Then they all came gallopin_g- up, the two
much wilder state than at present: and when
up the rear and leading- the
law and order · counted for little in many parts Chinamen bringing
loaded with the camping
of it, and ndians were continually making trou- pack-horses that wereFor
he next ten minutes
ble for the whites. Young Wild West, with his outfit and supplies.
shakin_g- hands, goin11: from
two partners and the girls, had come up into Sam was kept busy
it over and over again
Wyoming- while on one of their horseback trips in one to another, and doin_g-sure
that no one should
search of excitement and adventure, incidentally as if he meant to make
did not neglect the two Chinamen
expecting- to drop in at Weston, in the Black be missed. He
to regard them as hi~
Hills, and remain there a week or two. They were either, for he seemed
as the others. Finally be felt a
riding into the settlement called Moran lat~ in friends as well
and turning he found the
the afternoon, when who should come riding- over hand upon his arm,
him smilingly.
the -prairie but Sam Murdock, the postmaster at young deadshot looking at
"Well, Sam," the boy said, foi; in spite of the
Weston, and the grandfather of Arietta Murinsisted upon being
dock, the golden-haired sweetheart of Young man's a_g-e he had always
called by his nickname, "I reckon you had better
Wild West.
us what you're doing
Wild, as the young deadshot was called, bad cool down a little and tell
You are Quite a lonJ? distance
recognized him instantly, but the others had not. away down here.
Wild said nothing, but putting his sorrel stallion, from Weston, that's certain."
"I'll tell you in a mi_g-hty few words," was the
Spitfire, to a gallop, rode out to meet" the old
man. Then it was that the foregoing conversa- reply. "I had a little business down in Cheyenne,
tion took place. Right here we may as well an' I come down last week. I settled up the
state that, including Arietta, Younl{ Wild West's business after waitin' a couple of days, an' hit
companions numbered seven. They were Chey- the ·trail for Weston. I figured on stoppin' at
enne Charlie and his wife Anna; Jim Dart, a boy Moran to-night, which is right here afore us.
of Wyoming, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, But afore I J?Ot here I met a couple of hunters
and Hop and Wing, the two Chinamen, who were what sartinly give me some news what yer might
employed as servants. Wild and old man Mur- call startlin'. There's an outbreak among the
dock were shaking hands now, and for a moment Sioux, who have been livin' in the hills a few
neither spoke another word. They were so de- miles from here an' makin' out they was cultilighted at meeting each other that perhaps they vatin' the land lyin' about. But they wasn't dom'
could not think ot just what to say. Just then much cultivatin' outside of what the SQuaws done.
Arietta, who had recognized her grandfather, lnjuns is too lazy to work, anyhow, an' they've
been killin' J?ame out of season, robbin' the palecame riding up.
"Here comes the little gal,"" Sam said, as he faces an' cuttin' up all kinds of mean tricks, it
CHAl>TER !.-Old Man Murdock, and the
News He Brought.
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seems. But that part of it was all right. Maybe
they thoug-ht they was havin' it all their own
way, so they g-ot together in a bunch of about
fifty or sixty, an' with old Crazy Horse leadin'
'em they've started in to clean up the whites,
same as they done so many times in the :vears
1!."0ne b:v. I s'pose they must know about it at the
settlement. I was headin' there to see 'em about
it. But it ain't likely Craz:v Horse would be fool
enoug-h to tackle a place of this size. There's
as many as a hundred livin' here, an' I reckon
there ain't a man in the place what don't know
how to kill a redskin at a hundred yards." •
"Redskins on the war-path, eh?" Young- Wild
West said, in his cool and easy way. "Well, I
don't know as that frig-htens me any. It's a little
surprising-, for I did think that they had quieted
down pretty well up in this section. But it seems
that we're lucky, as we always are. We took a
notion to come up this ·way, and it seems that
we haven't had much to do all the way up from
the southwest. We've had a good time rig-ht along,
of course, but haven't met with much in the way
of real excitement. Now then, I reckon we'll
make up for lost time."
"You kin bet :vour life we will, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, his eves flashing-. "Jest
let me g-it after this g-ang- of redskins. Of all
the In.iuns I know of, the Sioux are the ones I
take most pleasure in scrimmagin' with. But it
can't last long, thoug-h," and he shook his head
as if he was rather disappointed. "What chance
would a bunch of sixty redskins stand when
everybody gits out after.'em. Most likely a troop
of cavah:v will come along an' gobble 'em up
afore we git a chance at 'em."
"Don't you think nothin' like that. Charlie,"
Sam Murdock spoke up, shaking his head. "Crazy
Horse is one of the best known chiefs an:vwhere
up this way, an' you kin bet that he has been
sendin' notice all over to git together a big gang
of the redskins. This thing ain't over, not bv -a
jugful, an' it seems that there ain't many belongin' to the army stationed right around here
jest now. They kin do a whole lot afore they're
round~d up, an' you kin bet on that."
It might have seemed strange to an ordinary
individaul to see how coolly all hands took thestartling news that old Sam Murdock brought
when he met them. Certainly the girls did not
seem to be at all alarmed, and there was one
sure thing that Younir Wild West and his partners never got that way, no matter how close
the danger was to them. Hop Wah, who was
generally known as Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee, took in every word that was said. But
his brother Wing appeared entirely indifferent.
He was the cook for the party, and it was little
·
else he took an interest in.
All sorts of questions were asked, but Murdock
could not give them anyfurther information than
he had already spoken in a few words. At the
suggestion of Young Wild West thev mounted
their horses and rode into the settlement, which
was within a quarter of a mile of the spot where
they had met. It, was nothing more than just an
ordinary settlement, such as were to be found,
at the time of which we write. scattered about
upon what at one time was called the frontier.
In true Western fashion the settlers ITTeeted
the partv as the-v rode up and dismounted before

the largest of the buildings to be found there,
which was a hotel and general store combined.
Young Wild West always took a close observation of things, and almost before he brou11:ht
his horse to a halt he coul<' see that the small
crowd of men gathered in front of the store were_
excited over somethin_g-. He noticed that some
of them carried rifles, too, and this at anv other
time would have seemed rather stran11:e.
"How are you, _g-entlemen ? " the young deadshot called out, as he dismounted and bowed
pleasai:itly to them. "What seems to be the trouble? You act as though vou were gettin_g- readv
to go after a horse thief."
"Injuns," one of them answered, stepping forward. "Ain't vou heard about it?"
"Yes, we just heard from Sam Murdock that
Crazy Horse is on the war-path with something
like sixty of his braves. But vou surely are not
afraid they will attack the settlement."
"You can't tell what sich a redskin as old
Crazy Horse might take a notion to do," was the
reply. "But you kin bet your life that if they
come here they'll git more than they're lookin'
for. We ain't goin' to let 'em burn our houses
an' take any scalps, not as lon_g- as we've _g-ot
powder an' lead left."
"That's the way to talk, my friend."
"Why, it's Youn11: Wild West!" a man called
out, as he came hurriedly from the store just
then. "Don't you know whO"' you're talkin' to,
Pete?"
"Why, no, I didn't know it was him."
"Of course it is," some one shouted. "I was
thinkin' so when I seen him ridin' up. But it's so
long since he'~ been around these parts that I
sorter forgot how he looked."
"That's all right," the young deadshot answered, laughing-Iv. "I can't say that I've ever been
at Moran before. We just happened up this way
bv chance, that's all. But of course I've spent
quite a little of my time in this part of the country."
Then it seemed that every one had either seen
the boy before or had heard of him, for the next
ten minutes were spent in handshaking- and excited talk. Every one welcomed the Champion
Deadshot of the West and his friends. After a
while when the excitement cooled down somewhat the topic that had caused the excitement at
first came up again.
"In.iuns!" exclaimed the man called Pete.
"They're a dirty, unthankful lot, .anyhow. I've
always said ever since I've been bi_g- enough to
know wh~t an In.iun was that they hadn't ou11:hter
be let live anywhere close to white people. But
the -school teacher has been tellin' me so much
about it lately that I sorter think that mavbe the
whites was to blame at the start. This was the
country where the Injuns lived an' hunted -in
their own fashion, an' the whites come out here
an' interfered with them. But even if thev did
I claim the Injuns didn't have no right to ·sneak
up in the dead hours of the night an' murder a
whole family an' carry away the scalps. I ain't
got no use for a redskin, an' never will have.
I'd jest give about half I'm worth, which ain't
an awful lot, if I could draw a bead on old Crazy
Horse. That chief oughter have been shot long
ago, but it seems that the soldiers of the government think that he ain't deservin' of it."
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Nearh· everv one agreed with Pete, for really
l1e had taken ·up both sides of the Question. It
was not long befo1·e nearly every man, woman
and child belonging to, the settlement had gathered in the little sQuare in front of the store.
Young Wild West and his friends had figured on
camping somewhere within the limits of the
settlement, for they knew that it would be difficult to find suitable accommodation_s for them
all at the hotel. The truth was that they were
rather hungry, and as it was near sunset now,
thev were anxious to make arrangements for
settling down for the night.
·
Not one of them felt the least disturbed as far
as anv danger coming from the Indians .iust then.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said. nodding to his two partners, "I reckon we had better pitch our camp somewhere and see a?out getting supper. We might keep on talkmg· here
and answering Questions for an hour or two. ~ut
what's the need of it? We'll have plentv of time
for that purpose aftel' supper."
He said this loud enough for those standing
near him to hear it: and the .result was that the
crowd at once drew back.
'·Come on, granddad, you're going· to stop with
us to-night." Arietta spoke up, as she caught the
old man bv the arm.
•
· They broke away from the crowd, and finding
an open spot right within the limits of the settlement, where a brook was bubbling on its way
to the creek half a mile distant, they_ proceeded
to unsaddle the horses so they might be hobbled
and turned out to graze. Hop and Wing, the
two Chinamen, did not have to be to1d what to
do. They unloded the pack-horses in surprisingly
Quick time, and then while the cook gathered the
- necessary fuel ·to kindle a fire with which to
cook the· supper, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
bsisted Wing to erect the two tents they always carried with .them. By the time the sun
had disapl)eared below the line of the western
horizon the camp was lin pretty good shape, and
a kettle of coffee was boiling merrily over the
fire. Wing knew his business well, and as they
had a plentiful supply of g-ame with them, and
also the other neces;;ities that go to make up a
l!.'Ood, sQuare meal, it was not long before he
announced that supper was ready. They were
< . just sitting down to it when a dust-covered
horseman came galloping- into the settlement.
He went right on past the camp, and halted {le.fore the hotel and tore. It was not until all had
finished eating that any one approached the
camp. Then the settler who had been called Pete
was seen walking leisurely to the spot.
"Excuse me for disturbin' yer, Youni Wild
West," he called out, when he was yet some distance from them, "but I was waitin' for you to
git through with your supper. A man livin' here,
. rode in a little while ago with the news that a
whole family had been wiped out down alonJ? the
creek about ten miles below here. Injuns done it,
'cause t"hey left their sig-ns right there, an'· the
scalps was missin'. Nve've been talkin' it over in
the barroom an' lll'-..the store, too, an' everybody
seems to think that you had better be asked
what's best to do about it."
/
'l'he boy had hardly .expected to hear anything
like this, but he w:as just :sl-8 <:ool as ever when he
nodde~ to _the settler and. said:
• •

.t' , ·

• ~,;

~

1 • 'J l..: '.
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"The best thing to do about it is to g-et right
after the redskins and ot wait for them to do
any more damage·. You g-et as many men as you
can together, those who have horses, of course.
We'll strike out right away and get upon the
trail of the redskins."
CHAPTER IL-The Fiendish Work of Crazy
Horse.
1
Chief Crazy Horse was known amonJ? the
Sioux and other tribes as the hero of many battles with the palefaces. Shortly after the massacre of gallant Custer and his force he had reformed, and until the time of which we write he
had apparently been living in peaceful laziness.
But the stealth within him had come to the front
again, and after two of his braves had been shot
while helping to plunder a small wag-on train he
became desirous of reveng-e." With the power he
possessed over the redskins throug]1out Wyoming
and Montana, it was not difficult for him to
secretlv get a band of about seventy tol!.'ether.
On the very morning upon which our story
opens, one of Crazy Horse's braves came ridinl!.'
into the camp bringinl!" the information that a
wag-on train was proceeding- along- the- crooked
trail that wound its wav throug-h the hills and
evidently ended at Cheyenne. After Questioning
the Indian and learning- that there :Were not
more than half a dozen men with the train, and
that there were two or three women, he decided. ·
to wipe out the men and take their belonginJ?s as
well as make the women prisoners to be held for
ransom or perhaps to aid him in case he later on
became too hard pressed from the soldiers. It
was near noon when th,e band set out, but Crazy
Horse had seen to it that everything was in
readiness, and · he had also learned that the
wagon train was nothing more than three families who were chang-ing their location by ·g-oing
in the direction of Cheyenne. While he hardly
felt that they could have much in the way of
money, he knew that they must have some supplies, and these were badly needed by the Indians. Knowing the ·country thoroughly, it was
an easy-matter for the Sioux to ambush tha unsuspecting travelers, and when the attack was
made there was absolutely no chance whatever
for the brave white men to put up anything like
a defence.
Of the six men belong-ing- to the train five 'Were
shot down and their scalps taken later. The
other, who was a young man, was wounded, and
fortunately for him when he fell he went into a
hole that was partly covered by a pile of bushes.
-• The bushes hap~ned tci spring back into place,
and thus it was that the redskins failed to discover hini, though they hunted in almost every
spot but the rig-ht one. Only two women and a
younJ? girl of perhaps nineteen were with the
train at the time. The two older ones upon the
advice of the man in charJ?e had mounted their
horses while the brief fight was going- on and
managed to make their escape. The girl, however, refused. to go, and was brayely fig-hting
when seized by th.e overpowering forces. Pur7 .
suit was given ,t he two women who had escaped,
but they seemed .to have fast oorses, and it was
given, up after .a five-mile .c hase.
·
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However, there was a lot of foo d in the wago~. feel something like himself again. His rifle had
and it happened that ;:i.bout a thousand dollar:5_ m fallen into the hole with him, and possessine; a
cash was collected by the red demons. . Hay1D:g revolver and a hunting-knife, as well as a good
taken five scalps and with a prettv white girl a supply of ammunition, he felt that he was equal
prisoner, Crazy Horse was satisfied ~or the tim~, to the task that lay before him. Nowhere was
and he withdrew from the scene, leavmg the slam there a horse in sight, so he felt that he must go
lvinir upon the ground and taking- t11e horses and it "on foot until he could find some one who would
mules that had been captured wi th him. Reach- lend assistance. But the first thing to do was to
ing his s.tronghold, which lay among roc~ s :5hel- give the victims of the Indian attack a burial.
tered on all sides, he ordered a e-eneral .iolhfica- Fortunat-ely ho found a shovel that had been
tion to take place. It happened that the girl had overlooked by the Sioux, and after diggine: a
been born ;md reared on the banks of the Platte shallow trench he dragged the bodies into it and
River, and the life she had been accustomed to covered them, not forgetting to mark the spot
caused her to be of the sort who can fight a s well with a bi!! stone. It was lone; past noon when
as sew and cook. The girl's name was Martha he had finished this gruesome task, and though he
Young, and it happened that the voung man who was hungry, he set out leisurely alonl! the trail.
was found to be missing when the fight was ovE:r It happened that the Cheyenne trail was not the
was her lover. The couple expected to be marri- one upon which the settlement of Moran was
ed promptly upon reaching Cheyenne, and it was· located. But the Moran trail branched from the
riot surprising that the poor girl should be al- main one, and when he came to it George Hart
most gr ief-stricken, -for she surel y thought he hesitated a moment and then decided to take
had perished. His name was George Hart, and the branch which led to the right. Though he
was the son of one of the slain travelers. Even had never been in that particular section of the
though she grieved over the supposed death of cGuntry before, it struck him that he might reach
her lover, Martha Young remained quite calm a Rettlement or some place where he might find
willing ones to hel-P him.
otherwise.
After walking a couple of miles he came to a
It happened that she had a few years before
been made a prisoner by a roving band of red- creek, and then instead of crossinl! he turned and
skins, so ,-he knew pretty well what she might followed its course, since there was a sort of
expect from th€m. Then the rescue had come path runninJr in that direction. This kept him
'soon, and she felt· that such would be the case from reaching Moran, which he surely would
now. Promptlv upon being taken to the ca.mP of ha-ve done shortly after the middle of the afterCrazy Horse the e-irl was roughly pushed into a noon if he had continued in the right direction.
tepee. and a guard placed over her, though her What he came upon at about that time was the
hands were not tied. While not exactly cruel, the smoldering ruins of a log cabin. The body of a
redskins had been threatening her right along, man lay near the door, the scalp-lock missing,
and it was probably her apparent fearlessness and then once more .George Hart made a vow t.o
that held them in check from doing something never rest until he had obtained revenge upon
worse. Leaving the grief-stricken girl in the the ruthless redskins. While he was standing •
tepee, we will turn our attention to her Jover, there he heard hoofbeats, and fearing that the
who had by good luck escaped the Indians. The Indians were coming he hastened among_ some
wound he had received was caused by a bullet bushes and concealed himself. The horseman
which glanced along the side of his head, draw- came direct to the spot, and after seeing- what
ing- blood and causing him to become unconscious. had happened turned and rode swiftly away, alBut it was _n ot for lonl! that he remained in that most before Hart realized his intention. He callstate. When he came to and found himself in ed . out to the man, but the splashing- the horse
the hole, almost covered with a growth of, bushes made in crossing the creek must have drowned
,
and vines, he realized that his lire was safe for his cry, - and away the stranger went.
tbe present. B:v this time the Indians had finUnfortunately for him, the youne; man tripished their fiendish work and had left the scene. ped and fell to the ground with such force as to
After listenin,,. for nearly half an hour and not rencYer him partly unconscious for a short time ..
hearing a sound that would indicate the presence When he got upon his feet again in a dazed sort
of any one about, the young man ventured to uf way there was no chance · to make himself
raise his head and lift the bushes. The sight his heard. He blamed himself for having acted that
eyes beheld was surely a sickening one.
way, b~t there was no belp for it now, so he
The wagons and the bodies that Jay u pon the . started resolutely upon t'he trail the horseman
ground told him only too well what had happened · liad made. Right here we may a s well state
after the bullet had caused him to drop into the t hat the log cabin had been burned the night behole. But GeorJre Hart was a true Westerner, f ore by Crazy Horse's band.
and he made a vow right then that he would
The horseman who had got awav without the
never cease tr ying until he had brought the red- young man attractinl?:' his attention was the mes-skins to justice, one way or another. It was not senger who rode into the settlement that night
strange at all that he should ignore the law. and and announced that a whole familv had been
his feelings just then were such that he would wiped out ten miles below Moran along the creek.
not have hesitated to shoot do~n any of the In- But he was mistaken in this, for the , man hapdians who had participated in the ambush with- pened to be there alone at the time, his wife and
o.ut giving them a chance. He made his way to a children having" gone to _Cheyenne two weeks
brook that was not far distant, and after washing before, where he expected to meet them as soon
the wound he bound his hand with a hand- as he had gathered up his traps and taken his
-pelts to Moran. It was not surprising that the
kPrd1ief.
A refre hing drink from the brook made .him messeng-e1· could make such. a mista.ke, ,j;ince he
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had waited but a ·few seconds after seeing the
smoking ruins and the body lying before it.
Meanwhile George Hart kept along upon the
trail, going as fast as his weakened condition
would permit him. The sun kept getting lower
and lower, and his spirits went down with it, for
not yet had he seen anything that · looked like
civilization. But, there was the tracks of the
horses, and as they were easy to follow, he would
start in anew every time he paused to take a
rest, almost ready to ,. give up. The sun went
down, and it began to grow dark. It was just
as the weary young man reached the · brow of a
hill , that he saw something that caused his pulse
to quicken. A party of horsemen were riding
rapidly toward him.
"At last!" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing.
"Help is coming. Now then, I'm sure it will not
be long before Martha is found."
He waved his hat frantically, and when he saw
that he was seen by those al)proaching he shouted at the top 9f his voice. But they were still
Quite a distance away, and his voice must have
sounded rather faint to them.
However, they kept on at a ,rallop, and soon
met Hart, who ran to them and began to tell
his story in such an excited way that he becameconfused.
"Take it easy, stranger," a boy attired in a
fancy hunting suit of buckskin and wearing- a
wealth of chestnut hair hanging over his shoulder advised, at the same time raising his hand.
"You certainly look as though you have been put
through the mill for fair. But keep cool. and
you will be able to tell your story better. You
can be sure that we'll help you out. That'sewhat
we are here for."
As mi~ht be guessed, the boy was no other
than Young Wild West.

CHAPTER UL-Finding the Camp of Crazy
Horse.
The settler called Pete was not long in ,retting
together a round dozen of true and faithful men,
all of whom had good horses and were armed in
good shape. While Young Wild West knew that
it would be a small force to cope with a bi.I?
band of r'edskins, · he did not hesitate in the
least, and after sizing them UP he gave a nod ·of
·
satisfaction and said:
"Now then, gentlemen, I can see that you are
all determined, and I take it for granted that vo11
all know how to fight, and that it will not be the
first time you have been in a scrimmage with .
redskins. The chances are that Crazy Horse has
located somewhere quite close by. Does any
one have the least idea where he might have a
hiding- place?"
"It's a putty wild country over there to the
east, Young _ Wild West," the man who had
brought in the last message spoke up. "The
In.iuns might be hidin' in a hundred different
places, for all we know. I know the country
putty well, and _that's whv I talk that way. But
it ai_n't likely that they're stoppin' within . miles
. of here. They've jest come sneakin' around as
close to the settlement as they thought it w~
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safe to do, and then cleaned out old Bill Smudge
r
an' his whole family."
"Hold on the1·e, Tom," a man called out from
the rear. "I happen to know that Bill Smudge's
wife an' kids is down in Cheyenne. Bill sent
'em down there ahead of him, an' he stayed up
here for a couple of weeks or so to clean UP with
his trips. Did you see any bodies besides Bill's?"
"No, I didn't," was the reply. "I hope the
wife an' kids wasn't there."
"Well, you kin bet they wasn't, 'cause I heard
Bill say less than a week· ago that they wasn't
comin' back he.re no more, an' that he soon expected to jine 'em down in Cheyenne."
"Well, it's bad enough as it is," our hero said,
with a shake of the head. "Since we've· struck
this place we've learned of the crimes Orazy
Horse has been committing, although we can't
say for sure that he was really responsible for
them."
"Say, there ain't no one else a s is g-uilty of it.
Young Wild West," Pete declared, vehemently.
"Crazy Horse is on the warpath, an' if somethin' ain't done inside of a week he'll have as
many as a thousand braves an' bucks huntin'
around for scalps. This is 1roin' to be another
big time, I kin feel it in my bones. Most likely
there will be hundreds of us wiped out afore the
thing- is settled. The government- seems to be
mighty slow in takin' a hand in these things.
Sometimes they take notice of every little thing
an ·lnjun does, an' then ag'in they let him go on
· until he's done a whole lot of damage afore they
_
do anything."
"Do you suppose that word has reached those
at the army post?"
. "It sartinly oughter have reached · 'em by this
tune, though I can't say."
"All right. If it hasn't reached there we must
see to it that some one is sent the first thing- i11
the morning to spread the news. Now then, if
you are all ready we'll strike &ut for the burned
cabin and then see if we can come upon the red,
skins some time before morning. It will be a little ·d'ifficult to trail them in the nigoht, of course,
but I hapl)en to have a horse here who is intelligent enough to follow any fresh trail."
As the boy said this he turned and patted his
sorrel stallion, Spitfire, upon the neck. The horse
gave a low whinny, showing his pleasure, and
it was easy for every one to guess that Spitfire
possessed more than ordinary equine intelligence.
The young ~eadshot swung himself into the saddle. and then turning- to the girls, said:
"Now then, I want you all to take it easy, and
don't be alarmed if you don't ·see us again before
to-morrow night. We are after Crazy Horse, and
that means that we ai;e going- to get him if it
can possibly be done. Of course, I mean to use
considefflble strategy. What I want to do is to
catch the wily old chief and make him a prisoner.
That _will be the keystone to success, for without
him the .Sioux would reallv have no leader that
would be worthy of the name. Don't be a bit
alarmed, Et," and he nodded to his sweetheart.
"You just stay right here, even if we don't sh<)w
up by to-morrow niirht. Your grandfather ha• I
better stay with you, too." ~
"All right, Wild," the brave _girl answered, with
a smile. "But if you are gone any longer than
that I shall certainly .make it my business tit
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come in search of you. You know I -always meet
with success when I do look for :vou."
"That's all right, little girl. But I rather think
.it will not be necessarv this time. Good-nig-ht,"
and so saying the boy rode off at a gallop.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, after exchan.e;ing a few words with the 11:irls, followed him, and
then the settlers, with Pete at their head, galloped along in the rear.
"Misler Wild," a ~hrill, falsetto voice calle<l
out as the young deadshot w~s rapidly leaving
the camp, "me wantee go, too, so be."
Tha boy heard the words, and he instantly
recognized th?. voice of Hop Wah, who was genera11y called Young. Wild West's Clever Chinee,
simnly because he w~s a very g·ood magician
and was fond of practical joking. While Hop
made lots of fun and amusement for our friends,
he had very often shown how well he could assist
them in times of danger, throug-h his sleig-ht-ofhand and ability to do the right thing at the
right tin1.e. Remembering· all this, the voung
deadshot turned and shouted:
· "All right, Hop, come on, and be ,;ure you
briite: with you what you might need before we
get back."
"Me gottee evelythling," came the faint reply,
and then Hop Wah was not long in mounting his
horse and follbwing the party. He overtook
them half a mile from the camp. Pete, the settier, of course could easily lead them to• the
burned cabin, and he went right on without missing tlie wav once. They must have been about
half way to the place when they saw a man
at the top of a small hill waving excitedly Lo
them.
It was not yet too dark for them to ee him
plainly, )nd giving an answering wave and a
shout as well, they galloped up to };11111. It was
George Hart, tl'IG survivor of the wagon trai11
massa·c re, and when Young- Wild West gave
him the assurance that they would surely help
him find his sweetheart and avenge the deµth of
his companions, the young man's hopes soared
\ high again, though he was weak and tired from
what he had passed through during the latter
part of the afternoon.
"It's too bad we haven't an extra horse with
us, Hart," Wild said, after• he had learned the
young man's name. "If I thought there was a
chance of getting one I could take you on with
me. But there's nothing· sure about that, you
know."
"Say," called out one 9f the party, "hei-e's
Lem Skinner, w11at's iest took with cramps. I
reckon the best thing he kin do is to get back
home as soon as possible. Maybe the young feller c;ould ride along with him an' so ter look
aft~." ' him. Then he could strike out to-morrow
mornin' with some more of the men, 'cause
there'll be a few back by that time from their .'
traps."
Wild called a ha.It and quickly went to the_
man wl10 was supposed to be sufferi:nJ!: with
cramps. He saw right away that he was not
putting it on, though at ~rst he thought such
might have been the case. Sometimes a man
loses his courage when he gets pretty close to
danger. But it. was not so _w ith Skinner. He
was really a sick man, so the young deadshot
prompth• a,e;reed to the sugg-estion that bad b~
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made. The result was' that George Hart mounted
behind 11im, and after a drink from a flask which
Hop happened to have with him had been given
to Skinner, the two set out · to return to the ~
settlement. The rest of the party continued on,
there bein,g just twelve of the settlers, and with
Wild and his partn•ers and tl,e clever Chinee the
party numbered sixteen. It was not a great
while before they came to the creek. Hop Wa,h
was riding along close to Young Wild West and
his partners now, and be seemed to be delighted
at the opportunity of being with them.
"Mister Wild," he said, as they were fording
the stream, "me Jikee finde_e um ledskin camp, so
be. Me fixee velly muchee quickee."
"That's all right, Hop, but you must remember
that you are not dealing with an ordinary Indian
chief when you're nosing about Crazy Horse. _ He
is ·one of the shrewdest of all the war chiefs of
the Sioux, and has got to be considered accordingly.''
"Lat' allee light. Me no 'fiaicl of Clazy Horse,
l\Iisler Wild. Me fixee when me g-ittee um g-ood
cha_nce."
The boy knew ·perfectly well that Hop was
capable of doing a whole lot. While he was not
what might be called a fighter, since be was not
handy with firearms, his cleverness .and quick
wit, with considerable grit added to it, made him
almost invincible at times. The settlers were
g·tim and determined. They had heard of the
death of a man they knew, as well as having received reports of other atrocites committed by
Crazy Hol'se and his braves. Hardly one of them
woull:I have hesitated to shoot down the first Indian he saw just then, though . they knew that
unless it was another open warfare they would
be held to account for it. When .hey all got to
the other side of the creek, Pete forged to the
front.
"You kin smell the smoke yet," he said, "but I
don't see none. I s'pose it's all died out bv this
time."
Up to the ruins they rode. It was now dark, •
of course, but there was enough light from the
star1;, and Young Wild West had no difficulty in
finding the body of the man who bad been slain bv the redskins. A torch was quickly lighted by
one of the men, and an examination of the
ground was made. The prints of moccasined feet
as well as the noofs of unshod horses showed
plainly. · But the mere fact that the scalp-lock
had. been taken from the slain man settled it
conclu::;ively that Indians were 'the guilty parties.
"Boys," our hero saiq, in his cool and easy way.
"I reckon you had better bury this body right
away, if it's only temporarily. We can't ride
away and leave it lving- there for the carrionbirds to feed upon."
"Not much we can't," Pete, the settler, exclaimed. "Come on, boys."
After searching about in the vicinity of the
ruins they managed to find something that would
answer the :purpose of a shovel, and the ground
being very soft close to the bank of the creek,
a shallow g-rave was soon dug, and then with
bared heads the body was consigned to its last
restin_g -place. while Cheyenne Charlie mumbled
over a few words that answei·ed .for a burial
service. This having- been done, the svot was
marked in accordance with the re_gular custom.
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and then they were ready to follow the Indians.
Before mou11ting Wild patted the glossy neck
of the sorrel stallion, and said: "Now then, Soitfire. I am going to leave it to you to find the
trail. You know what I !Jlean, don't you'!"
The horse gave a low whinny, as if he was
answering in th.e affirmativ e. But of course he
iiad been taught to make the ' best sort of an
answer he was ca,pable of when his young master
spoke to him in a kindly way.
"It's all right, boys!" the young deadshot exclaimed, as he vaulted lightly from the saddle.
"Now just remain a few yards behind me anti
we'll see if we can't pick up the trail right away."
The rest all remained at a halt and let the boy
go on ahead. Wild did not attempt to guide the
intelligen t animal at all, but let him have his
own way about it. The wonderfu l instinct came
to the fore, and Spitfire soon broke into a canter,
going uo the bank of the creek a short distance
and then turning to the right toward the distant
hills.
"Come on," Wild called out. "I reckon everything is all right. We're on the trail now. "
He was perfectly right, though he little knew
that they were so close to the stronghol d of
Crazy Horse. Riding on at a canter, they contined for perhaps three-fou rths of an hour. Then
just as thev reached the summit of ·a rather long
rise a glimmer of light showed a mile ahead.
It was too large to come from one fire, .and
Young- Wild West knew right away that there
was a camp ahead. He called upon the men to
halt, and then pointing to the Tight, said:
"Boys, if I am not mistaken there is a camp
about a mile from us. There's more than one
fire burI).ing there, too, and it's a pretty sure
thing that the camp is in a ;,ollow. We can only
see the glare of the light which rises above the
rocks. Now then, I reckon we are going to have
a chance to straighten things out Quicker than we
thought. It may be that we'll fix the whole
thing up to-i:iight, and have it over with by tomorrow. From the informati on I have received,
Crazy Horse has less than a hundred braves
with him. We ought to m0.na11:e by strategy to
get the best of the bunch. Anyhow. I am going to
try hard to do it. I hope every man will do just
as he is told. When I am not near you I want
you to take orders from either Cheyenne Charlie
or Jim Dart."
"Maybe me givee orders, too, so be, Misler
Wild," Hop spoke UP, blandly.
"You needn't bother about giving any orders,
Hop. You know pretty well what to do. You
stick as close to me as you can. That's all I'll
tell you just now."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me stickee velly
muchee close, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Me gottee plenty fireworks in um pockee, and
me makee um ledskins velly muchee 'flaid when
me gittee um goodee chance.
"Say, Young Wild West," Pete spoke up,
doubtin~l y, "is that heathen J<"OOd for anythinl? ?"
"You'll find that out pretty well before we're
through with this business," was the reply.
"Don't interefere with him whatever else you
might do. He may prove to be of great assistance to us."
"All right, you kin bet I won't interfere with
him, an' I'll see to it tpat none of the rest does,
~
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either. But it don't seem possible that a common
heathen kin do anything. "
"You'll talk in a different way by to.-morrow
mornin', an' I'll bet on it," Cheyenne Charlie
answered, with a chuckle.
Wild then gave them all plain instructio ns,
mainly to the effect that they must keep in the
rear while he went ahead with his two partners
and the Chinaman . In this way thev oroceeded
along until they must have been within a ouarter
of a mile of the soot where the light had shone
from. They could not see it now, for they were
in Quite a hollow, and little hills were so olentiful that it was shut frdm their view. But Wild
knew just where the spot was, for he had marked
it ' well in his mind. There was no better judge
of distance either in daylight or dark11ess than
Young Wild West, and those who were well acQuainted with him knew this quite well. Deeming it advisable to stop there, the young deadshot called a halt, and then bade the settlers to
remain there until they heard either from him
or his partners.
"Now, boys," he said, nodding to Charlie and
Jim, you come with me. We'll let our horses go
at a walk until we get as close as we dare to,
and then we'll do a little spying. You come,
too, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the clever Chinee
answered, and then the four were not long in
leaving the spot.
They rode on for two or t hree hundred yards,
and then coming to the brow of a hiTI were able
to see the light that came from the fires of the
Indian camp Quite plainly. They were ~o close
to it now that it seemed dangerous to g- 0 any
further with the horses. But Young Wild West
well knew the advantage to be gained by having
the horses close at hand, so after a ssuring his
companio ns that everythin g was all right. he
proceed~d on: Spitfir~ going at a walk.
Charhe, Jim and Hop followed in the same
manner, and- not until they were within two
hundred yards of the hollow did they halt and
dismount. Already they could hear the usual ·
sounds that came from an Indian camp. Guttural
voices and the barking of a couple of do11:s made
just enough noise to keep the redskins from hearinJ? any one approachi ng. But of course our
friends knew pretty well that they must have
gu~rds stationed. This they must look out for.
Tying the horses at the edge of a small thicket,
they were ready to go ahead on foot.
"Now then, boys, I want you to be very careful," Wild said, in a whisper. "I know it isn't
necessary to tell you this, but you must remember that we are dealing with one of the most
crafty of all the Indian chiefs in the West. There
are women prisoners in the camp, and we must
try and save them, if possible. Strategy is the
only thinJ<" that can be done now, so just bear
that in mind."
They all move~ along, not makin11: the least
sou~d, and ~o mmutes later they were crouchinR'
behmd a frmJ<"e of bushes and looking squarely
· down upon the stronghol d of Crazy Horse.
CHAPTE R IV.-The Rescue.
. Many times before had Youn11: Wild West and
his partners looked 1,1pon a similar scene. But
• I
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all three of them could not help foinkin1r at that
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moment that Crazv Horse had been verv careful
in selectiiur a spot to make his headquarters.
Surrounded on nearlv every side by cra1rgv rocks,
and with innumerable boulders and big rocks
scattered about to afford easy places from which
to crouch behincl and. shoot, it certainly was a
veritable natural fort. They took in the scene
in silence for the space of a full minute. Then
Cheyenne Charlie gave the young deadshot a
nudge and whispered:
"What do you think about it, Wild? Wouldn't
be much chance of ketchin' 'em nappin', woultl
there?"
"Not much of a chance, Ch~,rlie," wa~ the
reply, as the boy gave a nod. "But I believe
I told you that we were dealing with a foxy
old war chief. I don't understand why he has
an idea of a;ettin1r very far in this business,
though. But I suppose his desire to kill off all
the palefaces he can come across ha~ gpt the
best of him. Yet he hasn't lost any of his caution, that's ce1 ,ain. J\ow then, I believe that
fellow we ' met told us that there were two women and a vo.ing lady missing. He claims that
he l>uried the bodies of the five men who were
shot down by the redskins. That being the case,
they surely must have taken the girl and the
two women prisoners. The thing to do now is to
find out where- they have them confined. While
this seems to be a very secure spot as far as an
attack is concerned, I haven't the least doubt
about it that at least one of us might work our
way down and make a discovery."
"You're the one what kin do that," the scout
retorted. "I kin do it, too, an' if you say the
word I'll sneak down there an' find out all about
it."
"Charlie, I'd rather take the risk myself, not
because I think I can do it so much better than
you, but I rather like th~ sort of thing, vou
know. I am never happier than when I am in
a tight place and bent upon doing a J?ood turn for
some one."
"All right, Wild. You're the boss. You jest
tell me an' Jim what to do, an' you kin bet all
you're worth that we'll do it."
"He knows that very well, Charlie," Dart spoke
up, in a low whisper.
"Of course I do, Jim," the young deadshot retorted, smilinJ?ly. "I reckon I'll take Hop with
me for a little distance, anvhow. I notice that
they have guards stationed here and there, and
that they are watching keenly, too. But it ought
to be an easy thing for us to !!'.et past the guartl
line, and once we do that there are so many rocks
and boulders down there tnat there will be little
trouble in creeping up close to the tepees. Hop, ·
are you ready to come with me?"
"Me a!lee samee velly muchee leddy, Misler
Wild," the Chinaman retorted, eagerly.
"Got a few big firecrackers with you?"
"Me gottee :fivee, sixee bigee fireclackers, Misler Wild."
.
"Any other fireworks?"
"Allee samee plenty. Me makee velly muchec
led, blue and gleen fire, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Maybe me killee two or thlee ledskins,
too. Me gottee um bigee levolver loadetl with
led, blue and gleen fire, too."
"All right, Hop. You come with me, but I
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want you to be very careful and not to do a thinJ?
until I tell you to. Now then, come on. Charlie
a:nd Jim will stay right here, and if it happens
that we are discovered I know very well that
they will use their rifles with good effect and do
their best to save us from being captured."
Charlie and Jim nodded their heads at that,
and both )!'ripped their rifleR in a determined
sort of way. Without saying anything further
the young deadshot be.11."an creeping along without
making the lea:-:t sound. Hop followed him in
the same manner, and soon the two were 2:radually descending into the rocky hollow. When
they had gone a distance of pe1·haps fifty feet,
one of the Sioux, who was doing 1?uard duty,
walked slowly past them.· The young deadshot
could ea"ily have leaped upon him if he had so
desired. But that was not his intention, of
course.
What he wanted to do was to get past the
guard line and move on without being discovered.
He did not fear one bit for himself, but looked
around and nodded to Hop, meaning that he
must use all the caution he possessed. The
heathen returned the nod; and feeling that he
was quite capable of such an undertaking, Wild
waited until the guard· got about thirty feet
away, and then crept hurriedly across the line.
He was heading straight for a bi.I!' rock. and
when he reached it something like a sigh of relief escaped his lips. As he crept around to t.he
other side he turned and saw Hop within a few
feet of him. The Chinaman got there all right,
and then both remained stjll for about two minutes. The Indian seutinel came back and started
again in the same direction as when they first
saw him, and as soon as he was out of sight the
two set out again and went on furthe down to
the foot of the hollow. Creepin.l!' from rock
to rock, they continued on until they were at
the bottom of the descent. The biggest tepee
to be seen was now not more than a hundred feet
from them. This must be the headquarters of
Crazy Horse, for a chief generally used the
largest of the tepees he had at his disposal, making it what is called a wi,l!'wam, or the quarters of
the .one in charge. Wild knew quite well that the
outfit the redskins had with them did not consist
of very much. Evidently they had not had the
time or means to get hold of what they would
like to have when they set out upon the warparth. Still, there were as many as a dozen
tepees, and cooking utensils could be seen lying
near the five fires which were still burning,
though only one of them ])ad recently been fed
with any fuel. Tl}e others were gradually dying
out, showing that the Sioux braves and bucks had
disposed of their supper. Two or three dogs
could be seen prowling about after the bones that
had been left over from the evenil)g meal.
Wild knew if they should happen to come
close enough to discover the intruders they
would sound the alarm, so he tried his level best
to steer clear of them. As yet not the ~ast i;ign
of a prisoner had been seen. The Indians were
scattered about, the majority of them sitting or
reclining upon blankets, or in a big circle about
the fires. Tepees were ranged in regular form
outside of the circle, and the one that our hero
took for granted as being the wigwam of the
old chief was directly in front of him.
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"Hop " he S'aid, in a very low whisper, "l
reckon ;._,e had better move a little to the right.
I haven't seen anything of Crazy Horse yet, but
I imagine that he is in .that tepee."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Maybe he comee outee
pletty soonee."
"Maybe he will, or he might be sitting in front
of it. We haven't had a chance to see vet. Come
on · now and don't move a pebble, for the least
sound right attract ' one of the redskins or the
dogs here."
"Me be velly muchee careful, Misler Wild. Me
\
velly srnartee Chinee."
G·raduaUy the two worked their w.ay ' a1·ound
to the right, and soon they had reached a hollow
under a shelving rock from which they could see
the entire interior of the camp. At that very
moment a chief wearing a headdress that had at
one time no doubt been gaudy and eXPensive
emerged from the larger of the tepees. In the
light from the big fire which was burning a few
feet from the chief, the face and figure of the
Sioux showed plainly, and Young Wild . West
easily recognized Crazy 'ijorse, for he had seen
him several times before.
"There's the old villain," he thought. I · know
he would never reform. But it seems he made
them think he meant it when he gave the P!OII}ise. All right, Crazy Horse. I reckon this 1s
going to be your last outbreak. You m.a:y make
one or two more raids before your doom 1s sealed, but I'll guarantee that you'll never m_ake _an,~
other after I have done with you on this trip.
These thoughts seemed to make the boy feel
sure of success, and , having given vent to them,
he remained silent and watched to see what the
old chief intended to do. Crazy Horse threw a
red blanket upon the -ground before his tepee,
- and then taking a seat upon it, crossed his legs
and proceeded to fill a pipe. Having done _thh,,
one of the Indians near at hand handed him a
brand from the fire, and he was soon puffing
away as if he was at pep.ce with the wh~le worl<:1.
For three or four minutes he remamed this
way, and then he suddenly took the pipe from his
mouth and called the Indians standing about him.
He spoke in the language of his people, and being- very familiar with it, ):oung Wild West
' listened.
"Crazy Horse wants to talk with the paleface
maiden," the young deadshot heard him say.
"She will be brought here so he may ask her
some questions."
Two of the braves went to a tepee a short
distance away, and then for the first time Wild
noticed that · two redskins were sitting on the
ground near it, as if doing ·g uard duty. If he
had seen them before he would have taken it for
granted that the tepee contained the captives.
Watching closely, he saw a young VlOman led
from the tepee. She was taken directly before
the chief, who did not deign to rise, but looked
up at her and calmly smoked •away at his pipe.
When Wild noticed that the rirl was apparently
not much excited or even nervous, he gave a nod
of satisfaction.
"The paleface maiden got plenty friends,"
Crazy Horse said, noddlnl? to her and grinning,
thus showing a · very evil-looking countenance.
"I hope all the white people are my ftiends,"
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came the reply in a voice that trembled slightly.
"Ugh! The paleface maiden no afraid."
"I am not afraid, because I know you dare not
harm me."
"Where the- two paleface squaws go?"
"They rode away and made their escape, and I
am glad of it."
This was a little surprising to Wild, for he
had been satisfied right along after meeting
George Hart that the two women had been taken
prisoners as well as the girl.
"Crazy Horse no care if they get away," the
old chief said, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"lie got the paleface maiden, and that is enough.
Maybe he keep her and make her his squaw, or
maybe he make the palefaces pay plenty money
to get her back. If the soldiers come and they
are too many for the braves oi Crazy Horse,
mavbe she will save them, and they can go free."
"Velly muchee smartee ledskin, Misler Wild,"
Hop whispered, his mouth close to the young
deadshot's ear.
"Oh, he's foxy, all right," was the reply. "He
has figured it out nicely. ·But I am mighty glad
that there is only one captive here. We'll stand
a better show of rescuing her."
"We do lat velly muchee easy, Misler ·Wild.
Me shootee off two, thlee fireclackers and len you
gittee um girl and lun to Misler Charlie and
Misler Jim."
"That sounds all rig·ht, Hop, but you must
remember that we have got to climb up a steep,
rocky hill."
"Misler Charlie .and Misler Jim shootee velly
muchee quickee. Maybe me shootee plenty, too,
so be."
. "Well, w.: came down here to do something,
and I suppose it's worth trying:, anyhow. You
just creep around to the other side of the chief's
tepee. As soon as you get there you can light a
firecracker and throw it where the redskin~ are
thickest. Have another one ready, and let that
go f ight .after the first one. Then set off some of
yop.r other fireworks. I'll be right there as soon
as the first cracker has been discharged. You
needn't watch me, but as soon as you have set the
fireworks off, hurry back to Charlie and Jim."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me fixee."
· Eager to do all he could toward rescuring the
captive ~irl. Hop slipped silently away and was ·
soon lost sight of. Wild moved closer to the
camp now, and - he did not stop until ·he was
directly behind the old chief's tepee. Not satisfied- with this, he moved around to the right so
he might see what took place there. He knew
Hop had taken more of a circuit, and that ,it
would be a minute or so before anything occurred. The girl was still standing before the
chief who seemed to be meditating over something as he held his pipe in his hand. The silence
seemed to make her nervous, for in a faltering
voice she said:
"Won't you please let me go? You hav~ killed
my father and all my ~friends. Let me go and
find my mother, who got away."
"Paleface maiden hea-p much afraid," was the
sneering retort. "Crazy Horse make her his
squaw, and his other wives pull hair from her
.head. She will not fight them."
At this the girl nerved herself to do something
desperate, and even before Wild could divine her
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intention she turned and ran swiftly from the
spot.
Bang! A loud report sounded just then, and
the Indians let out a yell of surprise and dismay.
quickly followed by a third, and then there was
Bang! A second report rang out. This was
an awful hissing sound, and the air was filled
with sparks of various colors. Young Wild West
gave an exultant exclamation, and springing to
his feet, ran behind the tepee with the girl. Of
course, some of the redskins had started after
her, but what happened just then caused them
to stop, for they •must have thought that the .,
camp had been attacked in some manner by a
very large force. Wild reached the girl when
she was hurrying along from the hollow, and as
he touched her upon the arm she gave a scream
and started to fight him fiercely.
"Easy, miss,," he .said, stepping- out of the reach
of her flying arms. "I am a friend. "
"Oh!" and then she staggered as if she was
about to faint.
But the boy quickl y caught hold of her, and
again assuring her that he was a friend, hurried
to the top of the hill with her.
"Here we are, Wild," a voice called out not far
distant. We seen ver comin'. You have J?;Ot one
of the prisoners all right."
"All there is of them. Charlie," the young
deadshot answered . "Fortunately the other two
ladies ma<le their escape while the fighting was
going on." .
"Where's Hop?" Jim asked, showing no little
anxiety. "I don't see anything of him:"
.
Just then a shout went up from the Indians,
an1 ~hen. ~op's voice s~~tided in ~ cry for hel~;
Hip hi! he shouted. Um ledskms g,e!tee me. •

CHAPTER V.=--Besieged.

It was not strange that the loud reports caused
by the big crackers Hop exploded at the Indian
camp should create some excitement among the
men who had been left in waiting while Young
Wild West and his partners went with the
Chinaman to spy upon the camp. While some
of them had heard Wild talking to Hop about
fireworks, they could not quite understand what
the unearthly sounds meant.
Then when they saw the red glare that lighted
up a large space, they decided that it was time
for them to go and find out what it all meant.
"Come on, boys," Pete, the settler, called out.
"You kin bet your life that Young Wild West
an' his pards has . got into trouble with the Injuns. We've got to stick to 'em, no matter if
we all die fightin' for 'em."
.
"Hooray, hooray-!" came the response, and
then they all mounted their horses and rode
swiftly in the direction our hero and his companions • had taken. Not until they reached the
edge of the rocky slope that led into the- h1>llow
below did they come to a halt. They could see
Indians running wildly about, while some were
mounted and riding about in circles. Quite a
group of them was at one part of the camp, and
there seemed to be somethinl!,' important transpirinl!' there.
Crang! The sharp report of a carbine ranl!'

out just then, and a bullet whistled past the
head of Pete.
"Look out, boys, they're after us!" he cried.
wheeling his horse.
"Where's Young Wild West an' his pards ?"
"An' where's that heathen?"
These questions were asked by different ones.
But the onlv answer they received was a volley
of shots. Fortunately however, none of them
was hit, and they all rode away for cover. At
that very moment rapid firing was heard at the
right, and venturing out from behind the rocks
still on horseback, Pete saw the Indians rqnning
in every direction.
"I reckon you know where Young Wild West
an' his pards is now, boys," he called out. "Jest
hear 'em poppin' away, an' ain't they mowin'
them redskins down. Hooray! Let's take a hand
in the game."
All were armed with rifles, so fearlessly they
ran out from the cover' they had sought and
began shooting in the direction of the camp.
They really thought they had whipped Crazy
Horse's band in a hurry. But in this they were
much mistaken, for it was not long before the
clatter of hoofs sounded from another direction,
and then in the starlight they saw as many as a
score of the Sioux riding toward them.
HTo cover ag'in, boys!" shouted Pete, who had
taken it upon himself to act as leader.
Just as they rode into a natural inclosure
Young Wild West and his two partners came hurriedly to the scene leading their horses.
"Take it easy, boys," the young deadshot called
out in his cool and easy way. "Don't get excited.
Just keep your eyes ancl · ears open, for the red•
skins don't dare to come very close, since we have
a pretty good place here. I have got something
to atteQd to."
Then without another word the boy turned and
ran back into the bushes. He was not g-one more
than a minute before he returned leading Martha
Young, the g-irl who had escaped from Crazy
Horse. The moment they saw her !Uld realized
that she was one of the captives the Indians were
supposed to have taken, the men broke into a
ringing ~beer.
"Hold on," Young Wild West commanded.
"There is no need of letting the redskins know
just where we are. Just keep cool. Now then,
· if you do as I s.iy we'll win out. If you don't,
the chances are some of us will lose our scalps."
The girl was remarkably calm, considering
what she had undergone. But as has been before stated, she had been brought up to face all
sorts of dangers. While he was fleeing with her
to a place of safety, Wild had told her that one
younir man belonging to the wagon train had
• escaped and was now at the settlement. There
being but one young man in the party, Martha
Young knew right away that it must be her
lover who had succeeded in getting away. She
asked Wild his nall)e. and when informed that it
was really George Hart she was thrilled with
joy. But the boy had paid no further attention
to what she said, and had simply conducted her
to a hiding place, while he and his partners went
to get their horses. It happened that they came
upon the settlers before reaching her, so Wild
had · simply gone where he had left her and she
was now with the party in the natural inclosure.
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We may call it an inclosure, though, of course,
there was a way to get in and out.
But it was something like a J)it, though not
very deep. The cliff almost compl€:tely surrounded it, and it would be impossible for the Indians
to g-et close enough to make ·a hand-to-hand fig·ht
without making plain targ-et,; of · themselves.
~eally thev would have to come in through a narrow space, and this meant that one bullet might
be the means of putting an end to two or three of
them at a time. While they might go away to a
di stance of a hundred yards and mount a hill ;;o
t hey could shoot down into the inclosure from
that point, it was doubtful if anything like that
would happen before daylight came. By that time
Young- Wild West hoped to be far away from the
S'pot. But of course he did not mean to leave
until he had rescued Hop Wah.
Many times had the clever Chinee be~n made a
prisoner by Indians . But he always had a way
of getting the best of them, and Wild did not
doubt that his sleight-of-hand and his glib
tongue would stand him in good stead this time.
Still, he was not going to depend upon anything
-like that. Just what he would do he .cotflc1 not
say just then. The boy wanted a little time to
t hink.
"Yer sartinly did mow 'em down when voll'
fired them twelve or fifteen shots .a little while
ag-o, Young- Wild West," Pete said, after he hat!
listened for i::o und s that• would indicate the redskins were coming and failing- to hear any.
"We dropped a few of them, I reckon," w·a,.
the repl y. "I am glad you stopoed firing at the
camp, though."
"Why, how i;, that? Maybe we dropped three
or four- of 'em."
"Yes, and a bullet might have accidentally
dropped our clever Chinee: The redskins have
got him, you know."
"Is that so ? By jingo! He ain't here, is he?"
"No, he isn't here. He helped me save the
girl. He shot off some fk.eworks there and got
the redskins all wo.rked up, so they knew not
what they were doing·. Just as luck would have
it, the young I.adv took a notion to run away. I
followed her and broug-ht her safely here. But
Hoo was caug-ht, and he is now a, prisoner, unless
they might have put an end to him before this."
"' "Injuns don't put an end to their prisoners in
a hurry. They like to keep 'em ~a while afore
they do that," Pete declared.
"Yes, I know that. I have no doubt that Hop
Is living, though he may be injured."
"How about the women what was with the
1?al ?" the settler asked; after a pause.
"They-were not captured by Crazy Horse. They
got away in a very clever fashion·, so I under-·
stand. The only prisoner he took w.as this young
lady, who tells me her name is Martha Yoqng."
wwell, that's what I call..putty g-ood. The women got away, eh? Well, I wonder how tl1at
could have happened? They must have been
putty smart to do that."
_ "Yes, or they we1·e very lucky. But anyhow,
I was glad to learn , that such was the case, for
it made it all the easier. The on1y thiIH? that
bothers me now is the Chinaman. I don't mean
to·go away from he,;e until he is saved."
"A heathen's life ain't worth as much as a
.
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"Probablv you think that way. But the life
of this heatl-ien is worth just as· much as yours,
or any one else's. You take that from me, my
friend."
"Yes, an' from me, too," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, angrily. "If you don't feel like lendin'
a hand to git him away from the redskins you
had better git on your horse .an' light out rig-ht
away."
"Hold on a minute, gents," the man spoke up,
pleadingly. "I didn't mean nothin'. I was jest
thinkin' of the Chinamen I've seen now an'
then. The·truth is I never took no stock in 1em."
"All rig-ht, we'll let it g-o at that," Wild answered. "Now then, .iust keep your eyes open.
You fellows know as well a s I do that the Sioux
will not make an open attack upon us. · They
probably know just where we are located, for
they must · be acquainted with the ground about
here. They'll sneak up and try to catch us napping. All we have got to do is to be ready for
them."
All had dismouted before this, and the horses
were led back to a shelving rock, so they might
be mounted in case bullets began coming that
way. The men were standing- and crouching
about, their rifles ready, while all watched in the
only direction the Indians could possibly appear
from. Young· Wild West spoke re?ssuringly to
Martha Young, and then led her over to a niche
amon_g:. the rocks and told her to sit down and
remain perfectl-y calm.
"It won't be many hours before you'll meet the
young man who escaped in s uch a peculiar way,''
he said. "Cheer up and don't worry about what
Your mother is no
happened to your father.
doubt safe, and the chances are she ana the
other lady will find their way to Moran, which
is only about ten or twelve miles from here."
"Thank you," was , all she said, and then she
began crying, which was but natural. Nothing
had been heard from the redskins since the party
g-ot to the snug shelter. It was trying upon the
nerves of some of the men, but Young Wild West
and his partners were quite used to that sort of
thin~ so they simply waited, keeping both eyes
and ears open. Ten minutes passed, and then
the sound made by a stone rolling down the bank,
something like fifty feet away reached the ears
of all hands.
"They're sneakin' around, all right, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie said, in a whisper. "I .wish
it wa& a little lighter, 'cause I'd like to cit a
crack at one more of 'em. I know putty well that
I -dwpped three when we was doin' the shootin'
back there."
"Take it easy, Charlie," was the reply. "The
chances are you will have pJentv of shpoting ti>
do befoi'e we get through with the redskins. -Even
though Crazy Horse is as clever 1-s a fox, I'll fix
up· some sort of trap to get him. It would be
mighty hard work to catch him by fighting him
in the•open. I would like to catch him before help
comes t from the post, or other redskins arrive
to lena him a hand."
"We kin do it all 1•ight, Wild. You jest make
up' your · mind that it will lie that way, an' there
won't be no mistake ' about it."
"Well, I've made up my mind that it . will be
thtt way. Charli~. l'm, a,:oiJ?g to ge~ Crazy Horse
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without the assistance of any others than what
are now here."
While the whispered conversation was !!"oing- on
both were keeping- a sharp watch. Ther_e was a
big flat rock of a _g-rayish-white color not more
than a hundred feet from the spot where they
were in waiting. Presently Young- Wild West
saw something- moving- close to the rock.
He
knew it was a redskin right away, but said nothing. Then Cheyenne Charlie g-ot glimpse of the
· object. Witj,out saying a word he raised his rifle
to his shoulder, and thoue-h he could not see the_
si_g-ht at the end of the barrel, he took the best
aim he could under the circumstances and pulled
the tri.e-_g-er. Crang! As the report rang- out the
death yell of a Sioux warrior sounded, and the
form went down.
"That's one more:" the sco~'t exclaimed grimly.
"It does me good to drop a ·redskin when I know
he'R bent on takin' the scalp of a white man.';
Charlie's shot seemed to be the signal for
something- to happen, Rifles and carbines began
cracking rapidly and the bullets chinped nieces
from the rocks far above the heads of the hiding
party.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, w0w. wow!" the
scout yelled, waving- his hat.
"Let 'em shoot
away all the cartridges the've got. They can't
hit. us, that's sartin."
For fully five minutes the shootinP- continued,
though it was in anvthin!!" but regular fashion.
Then once more it became silent.
"It don't look as though there will be much
chance for us to !!"it away from here very soon,
Youn!!" Wild West," Pete. the settler, observed,
as he crept up close to the/side of our hero.
"It don't, that's a fact," waR · the reply. ".T he
redskins are waiting- for daylight. But that is a
long- time off. Do you think you can stick it out
till that time?"
"Stick it out?" the settler asked, in surprise.
"Why, what else kin we do? It would be nothin'
more than runninl rig-ht into the jaws of death if
~e was to try to git away from here now."
"You have got that dead rig-ht, Pete. Just
make · up your mind that you are l?Oing to ·stick
it out, unless I find a way to change the situation."
"I don't see how you kin fi,nd a way to make
a change in things, Younl? Wild West," and Pete
shook his head as thoul?h he could not understand
why the boy should make such a remark.
"Well, y,ou leave H to me. I'll think up some
_plan presently. I reckon I could get out of here
if I tried very hard, and they wouldn't know anythinJ? of it, either. You know I told' you that I
. didn't intend to leave here without our Chinaman."
"Yes, I know. Well, I won't sa:v another wore!.
You kin do more than most fellers kin, anyhow,
so all you have ~t to do is to l?iVe us your orders an' they'll be obeyed."
,,,
"All right, then. My orders are that you all
stay ril?ht ~here. for a while."
The boy laughed lightly as he said this: and
Pete shrugged his shoulders, for he .knew very
well that it was out of the Question to even think
of getting- away while the redskins were lvinir
around waiting tor just su~h a thinl? to happen.
A full hour passe<l without anything- happening.
~'h! silenc,e :µiad~ it seem thl;'-t it was not possi~!~

a
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that the.re could ·be a band of savage Sioux gathered 'Closely about the spot where our friends had
taken refuge. But that was the way lndiaus
usually played the l!'ame. Patient and endurinl?,
they were willing to wait a lonl!.' time for the
)c
chance to get. a white man's scalp. Wild had
thoul?ht of a plan of action lonl!.' before this. and
satisfied that nothinl? coultl be g-ained bv ' waitinJ?, he crept over to where Charlie had taken hfs
position at the side of a huge boulder and whispered:
"I reckon we had better get out of here and
go nnrl find Hop, Charl{e."
"Right yer are, Wild. I'm with yer any time
you want to go.''
"I've been looking about this place as much as
I could in the dark. and I thiuk we oul?ht to be
able to climb out of ·here. There's a g-ood nlace
rig-ht close .to where the. girl is sitting-. Do you
want to try it with me?"
·
"You kin bet your life I do."
"All right, then, we won't wait another minute."
·
Then the bov arose to his feet, and l!.'oing- to
Pete. s'a!'tl:
·
-)"
"You jusj; tell your men that we are g-oing
over to the camn of Crazy Horse to try and get
the Chinaman, I'll leave Jim Dart here, and I
shall exnect you to obey his orders. Do you understand?"
.
"I sartinly do; Young- Wild West," was the reply. "But how are you g-oin' to git out of here
without the redskins seein' you?"
"Leave that to me."
"All right. I won't sav nothin' more."
Then as the settler proceeded to creep around
and let the others know what the young- deadshot intended to do, Wild went over to the snot
he had selected as a !'tarting- point to get to the
high l?round above. Charlie was rig-ht after, and
when Jim joined them he was Quickly informed
of what they intended to do. 1
"Make these felloVl:'s do just as you say, Jim,"
Wild advised. "I know you are ouite capable of '
ta.kine- care of things here. If there were twice
as many of thP. Sioux they couldn't l?et at you
in this place? 'There never was a _,finer spot to
stand a siel?e."
"You have got that just right, Wild," Dart re- ~
torted with an apTJroving- nod. "All rig-ht. But
you had better be very careful.''
"Of course we'll be careful, but it's a pretty
sure thine- that Crazv Horse and the redskins
he has with him in the camp will never exnect
a visit from anyone just now. They think ~we
are hemmed in for !!"OOd, and that it will only be
a Question of a short time after daylig-ht arrives
before they'll wipe us out and wear our scalns in
their belts. Now then, you understand just what
to do, so we'll l?O on."
.
A few seconds later Young- Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie were climbing- upward amonl!.'
the rocks.
CHAPTER VI.-Hop Wah Up to His Old Tricks.
Hop Wah bad certainly played his · nart well
an·d good. But he , had been a little too reckless
about it, and instead of Quiet! y slipping- away ·
after settini off the last of his fireworks, he
turned to have a look at what was taking place.
•
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sure that the e:irl was in a fair way to escape,

It was amusine: to him to see the consternation

that was shown by the Sioux, and he could not
refrain from dancine: a few steps to e:ive full
vent to his delight. Old Crazy Horse was as
much surprised as any of the rest. He. was runnine: about before his tepee wavine: a carbine
and tryine: to pacify his braves, thoue:h all his
slyness and cunnine: had left him just then, and
he was really in a state of demoralization. Hoo
thoue:ht he had seen enoue:h, so after making
sure that Wild and the e:irl had gotten away
he turned to slip away and follow. But as luck
would have it he ran squarely into a husky old
Sioux who had been in many battles and was as
stronl? as an ox. The suddert appearance of the
Chinaman must have brought the Indian to his
senses, and 1·ealizin1? that ha.. was an enemv he
quickly 1?rappled with Hop and knocked him to
the ground, soundinl? the alarm at the same time.
Then it was that the yells sounded and Hop's
voice was heard shouting for help. The heathen
- knew only too well that resistance would be
useless, so he submitted as quietly as he could,
and when he was dragged over before the fire
that was burninl? in front of the old chief's tepee, he was as docile as a lamb, and not a little
frightened at that. Crazy Horse was l?t?-dually recoverinl? his corrtposure, and was 1?ivin1?
orders for some of the braves to start in nursuit
of the girl at once. Already some of them had
gone, and about half of the band soon followed,
some of them mountinl? their horses. A crowd
gathered around the prisoner they had taken so
unexpectedly, and when he was satisfied that he
had time to pay attention to him, Crazy Horse
stepped over, and slapping the helpless Chinaman on the side of the face, said:
"Ugh! Chinee scalp heap much nice."
"No takee my scalp," Hop cried, pleadingly.
"Me allee samee l?Oodee. Chinee. Me Jun away
flom um palefaces. Me no Jikee palefaces. Me
wantee be Jikee um ledskin. M'e l?Oodee Chinee."
It was just then that the shooting began, so
the chief paid no further attention to the captiv, but gave orders to his braves to l?O in pursuit of those who had come to save the e:irl.
There was much confusion for the next ten or
fifteen minutes, Hop beinl? held by two braves
all the time. Finally when tho shootinl? had
ceased and Crazy Horse had sent out what he
thought to be a sufficient force to put an end to
the rescuinl? party, he started back to the soot
where Hop was sittinl? upon the J?round. Already the Indians who had been shot down were
being dragged in for burial, for the word had
been passed from those who had J?one out that
the party had been ,p enned in amOHl? the rocks
and stood no chance of 1?ettin1? a,qay.
Crazy Horse turned aJ?ain toward Hoo aud
!?ave orders, and then he nodded to the . two
braves who were in charge of the prisoner, and
told them to fetch him over to his tepee. Crazy
Horse was now quite _calm, and it hardly seemed
that he cared much for what had taken place.
Squattinl? upon his blanket, he bade one of the
braves to bl"inl? Hop to him. This was done, and
with bowed head the Chinaman stood as if waitinl? for his death sentence.
"Where Chinee come from?" the chief asked
,rruffly.
'
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"Me Jun away flom um palefaces. Me stealee
some money and um bottle of tanJ?lefoot. Ley
wantee killee me. Ley ketchee. me fillee while
ago, and when ley comee to l!'.ittee um Melican
girl me lun away and comee here. Me wantee
live with um ledskins."
Hop was a very good liar, as Cheyenne Charlie
had often declared, and the way he spoke nartly
convinced the old chief that he was tellinl? the
truth.
"Ugh!" Crazy Horse exclaimed. "You steal
from the paleface. What you steal?"
The Chinaman's hands were free, so he quickly thrust one of them into a pocket and drew
forth a handful of silver and a few bills.
"~e stealee !is money flom um store," he said,
and then just as if it was expected of him he
handed it to the chief. Crazy Horse took it willingly, a l?loatinl? look showinl? upon his face as
he did so.
.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Palefaces hang Chinee
because he steal."
"Me stealee lis, too," Hon said, hopefully, and
then he pulled a pint flask from under his loosefittinl? coat and handed it to the chief.
"Firewater!" Crazy Horse said, showinl!'. considerable delight.
"Velly g-oodee tanJ?lefoot, Misler Ledskin," Hop
answered, "Maybe you wantee lillee dlink."
"Ugh!" came the J?Uttural exclamation ag-ain,
and then without sayinl!'. anythinl!'. further Crazy
Horse removed the cork and tasted the contents
of the flask. It must have been satisfactorv to
him, for he tipped the flask to his lips and drained about half the contents, after· which he placed
the cork back and put it under the blanket he
was sitting upon.
"Chi nee steal some more?" he asked, after he
had looked sharply at the prisoner for a moment.
"Two, thlee cigars, lat allee. Misler Chief."
Then Hop handed him three black-looking- ciJ?ars, which were welcomed by Crazv Horse, as
might be supposed, for Indians are fond of
smokinl? as well as drinkinl? liquor. It was no
doubt a lucky thin!? for Hop that the chief did
not feel in the humor to smoke one of the ciJ?ars
just then, for they were all loaded with gunpowder, and if one of them had exploded in· the
mouth of Crazy Horse, he mil!'.ht have become
so enraJ?ed that the nrisoner's life would have
im'm ediately paid the forfeit. Then Hop nroceeded to do some of his tricks in mal!'.ic with
which our readers are more or less familiar,
greatly mystifyine: the chief and his followers.
When he had finished his sleight-of-hand performances Hop noticed a pot han1?in1? on a trinod
over a fire . The Indians were cooking their supJJer, and the Chinaman determined to try and
escape by playine: a trick which would enable him
to do so. He managed to draw near to the receptacle, and draw a fagot from the fire to liJ?ht
a ciJ?ar he held in his hand. As he did so he
said to the chief:
"Misler Clazy Horse, come here and see what
a fine supper you have boilinl? in the pot," at
the same time maha.l!'ine: to sprinkle something
in the pot. Crazy Horse started for the pot, as
if he wanted to make sure that what it contained
was done and fit to eat. He had just started to
lean over it when there was a sharp hiss and
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then came a loud explosion. Up went the pot
in the .,iir. and over upon his back fell Crazy
Horse.
HHip hi, hoolay!" shouted Hop, ant! then, as a
clen:a;e cloud of smoke envelopetl the scene he
turned and ran f1om the .camp as fast as his legs
could carry him.
CHAPTER

VIL-Back to the Settlement.

Young Wild West and Cheyenne hat! little
difficulty in reaching the top of the cl iff. They
made scvrcel a sound in doing it, and once at
the top tbey crept steal,hilv along· and were soon
well awav fr om the JJ].ace. Knowing· tha: •the
Indians mu st be stationed near the soot where
the entrance to the hole, as it might be termed,
was located, thev took the risk of g·oing right
on, and soon thev were lookin°· down upon , the
Indian camp a11:ain. Ah11ost the first thing that
caught their eyes was the figure of Hop, who
was at that moment doing something with
the pot. A brnad g:rjn came over Cheyenne Charlie's face when .he noticed that the Chinaman
had his liberty and was apparently eng-aged in
doinir somethini:t· that was pleasing to the chief.
who was sitting- upon his blanket near the bigger of the tepees.
"What do vou think of that, Wild?" he whisperecl. "That· heathen sartinlv can't be beat. I
knowed pu tty well that he would manag·e to
keep 'em from hurtin' him."
"Ile acts Yerv much as if he belonged there,
Charlie," was the reply. "I wonder what he is
doing?"
"Sorter . looks as thoug·h he's cookin' somthin'
for old Crazv Horse."
"Yes, that;,: true enoug·h. But you can bet
he's up to something else besides the mere cooking of a meal. I reckon we'll stay rig-ht here
for a while and see what happens. I'm pretty
sure that something will happen."
"So am I. The first think you know you'll see
that blamed old pot flyin' in the air, im' you'll
hear a report like a cannon. That heathen has
got enough powder an' other stuff in the wa~ of
things that will explode to· blow up a whole iniun
camp. It's a wonder to me he ain't started somethin' goin' afore an' run away."
"It's just as well thaf lie hasn't, for now if
he does anything like that we'll be ready to
meet him and get him back to the hole among
.the rocks."
The two were probably a hundred and fifty
feet from the edge of the camp, but the fire was
burning so brightly in front of the old chief's
tepee that they could se.e everything that was
goinir on. So well did they understand the methods of the clever Chinee that when they saw him
stoop down to fix the fire they· felt that the critical moment had almost arrived. When he stepped
back and showed signs of moving· further awav
from the fire they waited . almost breathlessly.
The,n the . e:,,.'l)losion occurred. Cheyenne Charlie
laughed aloud, and almost. fell upon -his -back.
What he had been expecting eyer since he saw
what the Chinaman was doinl?' had happened,
and the humorous part of it alone appealed to
him. But a sharp _g-rab upon the arm brought
wm to his senses.

"Hold on a minute, Charlie. There's no time
for lauirhinir .iust now. No doubt such a thing
as we saw · would be rather comical if it were
not that Hop's life is in danger. I happened tQ - ,.,
see the direction he ran, so we'll stand a good ·
chance.· of findinl!:' him. Come on."
Y
The scout was upon his feet in a twinkling,
and then he followed the younir deadshot, who,
regardless of the fact that ., redskins might nm
that way at any moment, was hea'ding in a- direction he knew would fetch the Chinaman, unless he should turn in another direction. But
Hop did not turn. He had started directly for
the spot where he had left the scout when he
crept up 'to the cam"Q with Wild. He had not
gone more than two hundred feet, and was almost to the top of the ascent when Wild and
Charlie met him.
"Hello, Hop!" the youn_g- deadshot _called out,
in a low tone of voice. "Take it easy, Everything is all riirht."
"Me vellv muchee g·la<l, Misler -Wild. How vou
likee u bmigee bank?"
"Never mind telling us about it no\'o:. Come
right on. They'll be after us in a jiffy."
The Indians who had been watching- near the
fire were in a perfect frenzy of fear and astonishment. , Thus far none of them had attempted
to run after the Chinaman, and noting- this fact
our hero i:t·ave a ncd of satisfaction and led the
way toward the top of the cliff. Of course the
loud report was bound to attract the Sioux who
were on the watch near the hole amonS? the
rocks. The three could hear them running- hurriedly back to the camp to find out what had
caused it. But fortunatelv none came close
enough to see them, and in a very short time
thev, were descenclinir the cliff. Half way down
Wild called out softly to those below that everything wa. all ri_g-ht, and a minute later all three
arrived safely.
·
"What was tit, an yhow ?" Pete, the settler,
asked ea_gerly as he came forward and g-rabbed
the you11 _g deadshot bv the arm. "You have
got the Chinaman all right, but what was the
explosion about?"
"Take it easy, Pete," was the reply. "Hop
will ex.plain it to ·you presently. But don't be ,";l'
in a hun-y about it."
1
"All right. ' But it sorter scared me when I
heard it. It sounded almost like a cannon."
"It was worse than a cannon. I reckon," Charlie s poke up. "Hop blowed up a pot that had
some <log meat in it."
Even Martha Youmr wafi eager to know all
about it, and when she came from the rock upon
which· she had been sittin _g so long and made an
inquiry Wild told Hop to go ahead and relate
just what had happened in his own way.
Hop proceeded to do so, and he caused every
one to laugh immediately after he began. While
he was telling the story Y oUnS? Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie were . keepini;t· a sharp watch,
for they thouS?ht the Indians miirht lose their y
heads sufficiently to make an attack. But no such
thing happened, and after Hop had explained in
detail .and made ev-eryone unde1·stand just what
he had been doin~ since they had seen him last,
there was much for the men to talk about and
they kept at it for fair.
"What are you J?Oin' to de, now, Wild?" Chey-
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enne CHRrlie asked, as he looked at the young
deadshot, who was sitting upon a rock and doing
some thinking.
"Get out of here as soon as possible," was the ·
reply.
.
"How are you goin' to do it?"
"I don't know exactly, Charlie. But I don't like
the idea of remaining here all night. If we do
that we'll have a stiff fight on our hands as soon
as it gets daylight. You know that as well as
I do. The redskins can climb up in so many
places, and we would make good targets for
them. Most likely they are pretty good shots,
too for old Crazy Horse has picked out braves
wh~ have been in· more than one battle with the
palefaces."
"It will be Quite a risk, then, won't it?"
"Ob, yes. There's always a risk in sue~ things.
Charlie. But since we were able to climb out
of here so easily, I think probably it can be arranged. I'll tell you what we'll do," and he laid
a finger upon the scout's arm. "We'll send half
the men to the top of the cliff the same way
we went up and came back. You and Hop can
g-o with them, and so shall the girl. When you
get there you'll all go down to the other ,side
and wait about a hundred yards away. Its a
p1·etty sure thing that the redskins wo~•t see
you, for they'll never think of such a_ thm~ a,s
any one getting out of here. They certamly d1dn t
see us when we met Hop just now. They'll lay
what happened there solely to him. Now, then,
once you get out of here, find a good place to
wait.· I think," he went on, with a shake of the
bearl "that where we left the men when we first
cam~ here to do a little spying would _be about
the proper place. You can then come back a
little ways with Hop and he can set off another
big cracker. That will attract the attention of
the redskins long enough to permit the rest of
us to get out of here with the horses. It's worth
trying anyhow."
·
"I reckon that's a mighty good scheme, -Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie retorted, with a nod of the
head. "There ain't no use in waitin'. We'll go
right ahead an' do it now."
"All right, then. But wait until we tell them
all about it."
It did not take long to make the men understand what was to be done. Wild selected the
ones he thought would be the handiest at getting away with the horses, and then told the rest
to go on · to the top of the cliff with Charlie and
the Chinaman. Martha Young did not show the
least fear, and she declared that she was Quite
able to climb, and that she would be very careful and not make any noise that might attract
the attention of the watching Sioux.
There was no need of telling Hop what to do.
He had already heard enough and he was starting- to climb upward as he called out to the
young deadshot softly that he would . make a
"bigee bang velly muchee Quickee./'
.
"All right, liop," was the reply. "I am ·leaving
it to you."
Of course there was more or less noise made
as the men and the girl made their wa v t,o the
to1> of the cliff. But it was not enough to be
heard any great distance, and Wild and Jim felt
satisfied ·that everything would be all ,right.
The six men who had remained with them were
j
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rather uneasy, but after the young deadshot had
talked to them for a minute or two they decided
that they were ready to ride through fire if he ·
would only lead the way. At the boy's suggestion each mountetl his horse and took another by
the brfdle-rein. When he saw that they were
all in readiness, Wild got upon the back of
Spitfire, and then holding fast to Cheyenne Charlie's horse, he waited for Hop to carry out his
part. It seemed to be a rather long time, but
probably it could not have been more t han ten
minutes at the most, when a loud report sounded
and a red glare shone for an instant.
"Come on, boys !" the young deadshot exclaimed, and then he rode boldly through the
gap. The .clatter of hoofs sounded suddenly
enough, and if the Indians had been surprised by
the explosion, they must have been more so
when they heard it. But the thing worked like a
charm, and all hands got safely out of the hole
b ore the Sioux warriors were aware of it.
Yells sounded then, and several shots were fired.
But they were going at a gallop now, and arrived at the spot where the rest were waiting
in short order. Cheyenne Charlie· took the e:irl
on hts horse and was the first to leave. After
him came the ; rest with Wild bringing Ul> the
rear, his rifle at his shoulder. Of course the Indians who had horses gave pursuit, but when the •
young deadshot bega_n firing at them they gradually drew back and in less than ten minutes
they could no longer be heard. The settlers were
brimming over with triumph, for they seemed
to think it a great victory at having rescued the
fair prisoner. But Young Wild West was not
at all satisfied. He wanted to get Crazy Horse,
and he still meant to do it. When thev had
crossed the creek near the ruins of the burned
cabin and were riding over the trail that would
take them to the settlement, -he dropped back
and roqe beside the man_ called Pet.e.
"Well, what do you think of it?" he· asked.
"Think of it!" was the reply. "Why, it's the
greatest thing- what ever happened. I reckon
there must have been fifteen or J wenty of the
redskins .killed."
"Maybe as many as that. But we didn't get
old Crazy Horse."
"No, that's right."
"But I mean to get him, just the same. I am
going to set a trap for him, and I'll bet it will
work all right. I expect to have old Crazy Horse
a prisoner between now and sunset tomorrow.''
"You're a wonderful boy, Young Wild West.
If you kin d'o that it will sartinly be the greatest
thing I ever heard tell of. If you kin only manage to git old Crazy Horse, tne uprisin' will be
nipped in the· bud, 'cause it ain't likely there's an
injun in the whole bunch what's able to lead

'em."

"That's just what I think about it, and that's
why I'm anxious to get hold of him. If this
business sheuld go on for a few days he might
be reinforced by a couple of hundred more braves
and then there would be a hard fight on hand.".
"But the cavalrymen would come an' mow 'em
down like grass."
"Oh, yes, if there were enough of them and
they came Quickly enough. But you can't tell
just where there are any pvalrymen at thia
time."
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Pete •said no more to this. for he no doubt
thought younl! deadshot knew more about such
things than he did. It was not a very long ride
to the settlement, and when thev got back the
l!"irls and old Sam Murdock were Fittinl? uo waiting for them.
"Hooray!" old man Murdock shouted, as Younl!
Wild West rode into camp. "~ou got bac:<
might~, soon. didn't you, Wild?"
"Rather, Sam," was the reply. "But I r~kon I
am goin,r to strike out again the first thmg in
the morning."
"All right, I'm !!"Oin' with yer. There's ulenty
of good forhts left in me, even though I'm srets
tin' alonsr in year,:.."
I'll f!O, too, grandad," Arietta
"If you
spoke uu.
7
"V. ell, I reckon you can do a. much shootin'
as I kin, Arietta. From what I've heard say,
vou have helued Wild out a good manv times.
Anyone as bears the name of Murdock kin hoot
an ln.iuri, an' I know it."
"'!'hat's right, Sam," our hero suoke uu, laughingly. "If Et has made up her mind to sro with
us, I suuuose there is no use in sayinsr an~, more
about it. But we'll see about it in the viorning.
I have got a tough job on hand. for I mean to
trau old Crazy Horse."

go,

CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Goes After Crazy Horse
Asrain.

.

The next morning Young Wild West and his
friends were uu at the break of day. But they
found that others were stirring, too, which told
quite plainly that the settlers were alive to the
situation. and that all were eager to put an
end to the "Indian trouble without dela1' . While
the breakfast was being preuared Pete, the settler, walked over to the camp. -'
"I've got putty good news for you, Young Wild
West," he said, after the usual greetinl?s had
"The two women what got
been exchanged.
away yes~rday when the Injuns was after the
wagon tram was found last night about fifteen
miles from here by tw-0 trauuers who was on
their way home. One of them is Martha Young's
mother, an' they're with her now in mv shanty."
"I'm glad to hear that, Pete," the boy answered
as he gave a nod. "It's too bad the men belonging to the wagon train had to be slaughtered,
though."
"Yes, but it can't be helued. The only- way to
do now is to git revenge on the In.iuns. We
done a little of it last night, I reckon."
"Yes, you can look at it that way, I suppose.
But where is George Hart?" ·
"He's stoppin' at the hotel. I don't s'uose he's
up yet. If- you ever seen a happy man it was
him when he met his sweetheart last night. He
was asleep when we took her to the hotel, but he
wasn't very long in· gittin' up an' comin' downstairs. Afte1· they had talked to each other for
a while I took the gal to my house. Then it was
not long before her mother an'. the other woman
was brou11:ht in. I s'pose you was asleep about
that time. I was thinkin' of comin' over to Jet
you know about it, but ]mowed putty well that
you needed all the sleep you could get, since
you meant to do a whole lot today."

"Yes, that's right. Probably I was asleep. But
there was some one awake here duiin2 the night.
We never go witho~t a guard, you know."
"That's a good idea, even if you are in airood
sized town like this."
"Good sized town, eh?" Sam Murdoc·k spoke .i.
up. "You oughter see Weston once. Then you
would think this was a mjghty small place. Why,
this ain't nothin' more ffian a little settlement
out here on the prairie."
"There ain't many bigger ones this side of
Cheyenne, though," Pete declared.
"Of course not. There ain't s'uosed to be. is
there?"
"Well, I don't know about that."
"Oh, Moran is all riirht, as far as she goes.
But when it comes to a big crowd of In.iuns
prowlin' around, maybe it wouldn't be sich a
_g-ood ulace to be in, after all. Why, if Crazy
Horso had about a hundred braves he would
come here an' burn all the shanties an' make a
·
clean sweeu in no time."
"Crazy Horse ain't g-oin' to do nothin' like
that. Young Wild West will fix him afore sunset.
He said he wQuld last night, an' I know putty
well that he'll do it, too."
"If Wild said so you kin bet your life he'll do
it," the old man exclaimed.
Pete refused the im;itation to stav and have
breakfast with them and went back to his shanty
no doubt well-uleased at the way thin11:s had irone
so far. Of course he meant to go with Young
Wild West to catch the wily Sioux chief, and he
knew he would have to hurry a little. He was
not long in eatinir his breakfast, and then saddlinsr his horse he rode back to the camp just
as W.i_ld and his partners were getting readv to
1eave. The same men who had set out the afternoon before soon apueared on the scene, all
mounted and well armed. The last one to arrive
acted as if he had something of importance to
say, and when he looked at Wild in a hesitating
way for a moment the young deadshot told him
to speak out.
"I heard Pete sayin' you was goin' to set a
trap for Craz,y Horse," the man ventured.
"Yes, that's right."
"Have you made uP vour mind jest what vou
are goin' to do?"
" No, I haven't."
"Well, we've got a man here what left his
log cabin about fifteen miles down alonir the
creek 'cause he found out that the lnjuns was
on the wap path. He says it's putty sartin that
the redskins will go there an' burn the cabin.
That's the way they always do, an" since they've
started down along the creek, they might keep
on till they git to his place."
"I see," the young deadshot said, a smile
showing on his face. "You think it will be a· g-ood
idea for us to hide somewhere near the shanty
and then wait for the redskins to come."
"That's just it."
"Well, that might be a good idea, but suuuose
we should have to wait two or three days. That.,
·
wouldn't pay, would it?"
"No, of course not. I never thought about
'
that."
"Well, never mind. Your suggestion is a good
one, and I'll think about it. 1t mav be that
Crazy Horse and his braves can be led to tne
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"How far is your cabin from the one that was
shanty. Arietta's horse had been saddled as well
as Hop's and old man Murdock's. All three were raided and burned?"
"Not more than five or six miles. It's rie:ht on
bent upon 11.'0WJZ.", so after makinl!.' the old man •
promise that he would keep well back out of the bank of the creek, an' there's an open spot
danl!:'er with Arietta in case the bullets 1!:'0t to right back of it, with a patch of woods on the
1---s
cominl!:' too fast, it was settled that they should right. The In.iuns won't miss seein' it if they
become members 'of the party. . As they were haven't already."
"Boys," the younJ? deadshot said, turninl!.' to
riding away if occurr.e d to Wild that it might be
a Jrood idea to have the trapper who lived in Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, "it won't be
the cabin down alonl!.' the creek accompany them. an awful lot out of our way if we · ride down and
He questioned Pete about him and learned that see if Simon's cabin is all rie:ht yet. I reckon we
horse, but that one could be procured had better do that."_
he had
for him in short order.
"I wish you would," the hunter spoke Ul>, hla
"Go and get him, then," the boy said. "We'll eyes showing delie:ht. "0f cot'lrse 'I couldn't think
ride alonl,!' a little slowly. You can overtake us of carryin' one-tenth of what I wanted to take.
,, before we get five miles away."
As it was I had a mighty good load an' it took
"All right, I'll fetch him alonl!:'. HJ.s name is me hours to .e:,it to Moran."
Simon Strong, an' he's considered to be the best · "Well, we'll go down that way. Just show us
hunter an' tx:apper in these here parts. He makes where your place is."
a mighty good livin' at it."
"We kin git there all the sooner if we make a
Pete turned and rode back, and the rest set short
cut right off to the right."
out at a canter, takin11: the trail that would lead
"We'll do that, then. Come on."
them directl y to the ruins of the burned shanty.
Then the old hunter promptly turned his horse
_ True to his ·promise, Pete overtook them just as and
the rest followe;l him. I!!,- consider2bh· less
they had covered about five miles. He had Simon than an hour tha party tame to the creek, and
Strong with him, too, and the hunter was car- there sto,od the Jog cab:), just as it had been left
rying a long barreled rifle of the old-fashioned by the ,,wrer the niJ;l1t l:.efore.
t ype.
"'Veil, she's there yet," Simon declared, ·nod•
· "Here, he is, Young Wild West," Pete called · ding
his head. "The redskins ain't took a notion
"This
line.
the
of
out, as he rode up to 1;he head
tc come down an' burn it. Maybe they £ot a
.
is Simon Strong."
too much last night an' are layin' quiet toe boy little
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Strong," and
day. You killed a whole lot of 'em, didn't yer?
._
reached over and held out .his hand.
"Fifteen or twenty, I should say," Pete spoke ~
"Hold on thar!" OFied the old man, IDlarply. up
"My name \s Simon, young feller."
"Don't stretch it too far, Pete," the young
"All right, Simon, rm S?lad to meet you."
"That's more like it," and then the hunter deadshot advised smilingly. "Say a dozen · and
promptly gripped the boy's hand as the horses _ you'll be nearer to it."
"Oh, there w'a s more than a dozen what went
went along at a walk.
"Did you know the man who got killed by the down, Young Wild West. You an' ,your pards
'
redskins yesterday ? Bill Smudge in his name, I killed as many as that."
"I know blamed well I drop·p ed four of 'em
believe," the boy said.
"Yes, I knowed him mighty well. He was in altogether," the scout spoke up. -" I sent three
the same business I am, which is huntin' an' down when they was chasin' Wild an' the a-al,
trappin'. Bill had fixed things so he was goin' an' I dropped the other one when he was sneakin'
down to Cheyenne to live with his family. But alonS? tryin' to git to the hole amonS? the rocks,
he waited a little too Joni?, an' the reel fiends where he w.:i~ penned in."
"Yes, I know that. Well, I reckon some of
scalped him. I never knowed nothin' about it
till last night, but I seen Injun signs for a day us put an end to a few, too."
Charlie grinned and shook his head. lt was
or two past. I took a notion to walk over•an' see
how Bill was makin' out, an' when I got there I evident that he did not believe that Pe£e and
found nothin' but ashes. There was a fresh the other settlers had done much execution, even
grave there an' then I knowed what had become though they had fired quite a number of shots.
of poor Bill. Some one had buried him, an' The creek was very shallow at that point, so
marked the grave with a stone. It's putty tough, they crossed it easily and all dismounted in
I kin tell yer. That sorter made me · think I'd front of the cabin. It was not a very large afbetter leave my cabin. I left late last night, af- fair, but of course had been quite ample to acter I'd hid a lot of :qiy pelts a little distance commodate the lone hunter. When he opened
away. I s'pose it's a putty sure thing that the the door and showed the inside our frierlds saw
Injuns have burned the cabin by this time, but that it had been pretty well stripped or else it
if they ain't they sartinly will do it if they have never had contained much il;t the way of furniture.
"I thought it a good idea to Eide the most of
the chance."
"Do you live all alone in your cabin, Simon?" my stuff, an' I reckon I put it where the red~kins
won't be apt to find it very soon. I'll show you
Young Wild West asked ._
"Yes, I've been livin' there for somethin' like where I put- it putty soon," the old hunter sa :r1 •.
..,.
"All right, Simon. You show us where it is,
eight years. My wife died about ten years ago,
an' then I come out this way to sorter be by my- and probably we may have the pleasure of hc,,lself. I've been putty lucky in the way of hunt- in'1.· you carry it back to your cabin after we
in' an' trappin', an' I've saved up quite a few have fixed up Crazy Horse and his band."
"I hope you · wm, Youna- Wild West."
doUars. I s'pose I might as well go to Cheyenne
When all had taken a peep inside the cabin
now, the same as poor Bill meant to do."
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they waited to hear what Youn1? Wild West proposed to do.
"Charlie," the younl? deadshot said, callinl? t'be
scout aside, "do you see that hill with the white
spot near the top?"
The scout looked in the direction. the bo y
pointed, and promptly answered in the affirmative.
"Well, have you ever seen it before?"
"Sorter seems to me as I seen it yisterday.
Why, blame it all, that's rig-ht close to the camp
of the lnjuns."
"As sure as you live, it is. I just noticed it a
minute ag-o. That means that it can't be more
than six miles from here to the camp of Crazy
Horse."
"Jes.t about that distance, I should say," and
Charlie gave a nod after he had measured the
di ;tance with his eye.
"Well, the best thing- we can do is to pitch our
camp close by this lon1? shanty."
"If you say so that's jest what we'll do." .
"I think it would be better to do it. Then I
could take you and Jim and do a little spying-.
We have got the whole day ahead of us, and it
won't take a g-reat while to ride over there and
find out how thing-s are g-oing- on. ' It may be
that the old chief will take a notion to remain
2'ight in camp all day. But if he acts the way
, think he will he'll be out lookinl? for more
,r,calps, for he certainly must be in a g-reat ra;re
at having met with such a loss last nig-ht."
Having- made up his mind what to do, Wild
told Jim Dart about it, and then the three quickly
made it known to the others.
Pete and the other men were not a little surprised :
"G'Jin'
· e t us stay right here, eh?"
"Yes, I ;,fiink we'll find out how thing-s are."
the young deadshot answered.
"All right, then. We may a s well ,:rive the
horses a chance to nibble at the 1?rass. There's
plenty of it here, and it's mi1?hty rich, too."
"Not ril{ht here, Pete. I want you to stop
1,omewhere out of si,:rht of the cabin. But at the
sa me time you ·must not be too f ar from it."
"Oh, you mean that maybe some of the Injuns
mig-ht come prowlin' around an' then we could
have a chance at 'em while the y was tryin' to
burn the . cabin."
"That's it exactly."
"All rig-ht, you find the place and tell us
where to stay, an' · you kin bet we'll ·be there
when you come ·back, unless somethin' out of the
ordinary happens."
.
There was a hig-h bank about fifty feet bebw
the house, which ran down almost perpendicular ly to a narrow strip at the edg-e of the creek. The
youn,:r deadshot · soon saw the strip was not so
narrow but that it mig-ht be occupied by the
party, so he uggested that they lead their horses
around and take them down there. When they
had done this the boy nodded to his sweetheart
and said:
" Now, then, Et, I want you to· stay rig-ht here
with your ,:rranddad. Don't think of followin,:r
us unless we should fail to come back at noon."
"All right, Wild," the ,:rirl answered. "It will
ba rather tedious remainin,:r here, for I am
sure there will nothin,:r happen to create any ex-

citement."

"You can't tell about that. Some of the redskins mav be prowljng- around close by at this
ver y minute. We don't know b.{Jt what they have
been spying- upon us, and know that we are

nere."

"Let 'em come," old man Murdock exclaimed, •
his eyes flashinl?. "There's enoug-h of us here
to take care of twenty of 'em, that's sartin."
After ag-ain instructing- Pete to remain rig-ht
there for a while, Young- Wild West mounted
his horse, and his two partners following- his
example, they all rode past the log- cabin and
were soon lost to view.

CHAPTER ' IX.-Getting- the Trap Ready.
Young- Wild West and his partners rode rapidly in the direction of the landmark the youni:r
deadshot had noticed. Part of the way was difficult traveling, but the horses were sure-footed
and used to it, so they kept on at a l?OOd pace and
when within a mile of the spot they were heading- for they came upon the trail they had made .,
the day and ni1?ht before, Two or three minutes
later they could see smoke rising- from the Indian camp.
" Well, boys, they're there yet, it seems," our
hero said, as he shaded his eyes with his hand
and,-took a look.
"Oh, yes, it ain't likely they would leave there
for
while. I only hope they ain't l?Ot no more
redskins there than there was last nig-ht," tha
scout answered.
,
"I hardly think they've had time to add to
their numbers," Jim spoke up. "It's a wonder
to me we b.aven't seen anything- of the men from
the army post before this. They certainly must
know that old Crazy Horse is on the war path."
"They oug-ht to know it, that's sure, Jim," the
young- deadshot retorted. "It's their business to
look out for such thin,:rs. But never mind them.
If Crazy Ho1·se don't strengthen his band any
between now and ni1?ht we'll have him."
U sing- the same tactics as they had done the
day before, the three dismounted and left their
horses. and then crept along- among- the rocks
untjl they reached a point from which they could "''•
look down upon the Sioux camp. Things appeared to be quiet enou,:rh just then. Crazy
Horse was nowhere to be seen, but it was evident that he was in his tepee. The other fig-hting
braves lay about upon the R:round, some of them
smoking- and .others apparently asleep. Half a
dozen g-uards were on duty, thus making- it a
dang-erous proceedinl? for anyone _to attempt to
,:ret throu,:rh the lines.. But Wild had no intention of trying- this just now. He just wanted to
find out what the redskins were up to, and if
possible learn just how many of them were in
the camp. He counted over all he could see, but
could not make the number any more than fortyseven.
However, this did not mean that there wera
not more there, for there were several tepee!. ·
and sometimes a brave likes to take a snooze i~
his tepee.
"Well, boys," the youn11: de_adshot said, in a
whisper, as he turned to his partners, "this does
not look very much as if they mean to do any-
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thi~£ today. But probably they ma)' take a notion to strike oµt between now and noon."
Before either Charlie or Jim could make a
reply the clatter of hoofs sounded faintlv to
.., their ears.
"Somebodv comin, I reckon!" the . cout exclaimed, as be turned and looked in the direction
.
the sounds eame from
"Yes, theres a horse comh11r this way, thats
sure," the young deadshot answered.
Then all ·three stood there and waited . It was
but a few seconds before a horse and rider appeared around a pile of rocks a couple of hundred yards distant. It was an Indian, and he
was straight for the camp of Crazy Horse.
"Shall I drop him, Wild?" the scout asked, as
he half raised his rifle.
"No Charlie " was the reply. "That wouldn t
be fai~. There\ no fighting going- on just now."
"I know there ain't, but what's. the use of let.tin' that redskin Jive when we all know that he
would lift our scalp::; in a jiffy if he g-ot the
chance to do it."
Wild made no reply. He knew how the scout
felt on such matters, and it was useless to argue
with him. Our friends saw the newcomer talk
excitedly to the guards and then clash forward
and dismount directly in front of the old chief's
tepee. It was hardly a second before Crazy
Horse came out. He was without his fancy headdress, and looked ragged enough.
"I reckon the old galoot hadn't ~·ot up yet,
Wild," the scout observed, as he raised his rjfle
and pointed it in the dil'ection of the chief.
"Wouldn't I jest like to take a crack at him now."'
"Well don't do it/' was the reply. "Just watch
and se; what is goin.e: on. Somethin.e: of importance has happel!_ed, you can bet, for Crazy
Horse is getting excited already. Just see how
that fellow is laying it out to him."
The Indian who had just reached the camp
really did seem to be greatly excited, and it was
not Jong before every redskin in the camp wa;;
upon his feet and gathered near him.
"I wish I knew what message that fellow
brought to the chief," Wild »aid, without looking
at his companion. "But you can bet all you're
orth, boys, that it wasn't good news."
"There's one way to find out," Jim Dart said,
sug.e:estively.
"How is that, Jim?"
"We ou.e:ht to be able to catch one of the redskins and make him tell us."
"Yes, we can catch one of them easily enough,
if he happened to come our way."
"Well, let's wait a while and maybe we'll have
the chance." ·
· The chance came sooner than they expect~d,
for it was not long before four of the redskms
mounted their ponies and rode up to receive instructions from their chief.
Crazy Horse made many motions, and the
three could see that he was talking earnestly to
hem. Then he waved his hand and the four rode
out of the camp. Immediately after passing the
guard line the four Indians parted company, one
of them comin.e: almost directly toward the spot
where Young Wild West and his partners were
crouchin1r. Another headed 1n the direction of
the settlement, while the other two turned off to
the right, each following a cour. e of his own.
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"Some spyin' to be done, I reckon," observed
the scout, with a chuckle. "Well, .we might as
well git that feller what's comin' this way, Wild."
"He's the one we want, Charlie."
"I'll get him," Jim Dart spoke up, and without
another word he started to make his way down
the slope they had ascended.
The redskin had to go around quite a little distance before he could come upon the trail that
led to the burned cabin. Wild and Charlie followed Dart, but Jim had taken a pretty _g-ood
start, and he reached the horses a hundred feet
ahead of them. He had just time to get his
lariat ready when the Sioux brave came riding
along. Measurin_g- the distance carefully, Jim
ran forward and let the ro'pe .e:o. The Indian saw
it, but too late, and the noose encircled his body
in spite of the ducking he did. The result was
that he was jerked from the back of the horse
in a twinklin_g-, and landing upon his head and
shoulders was rendered temporarily unconscious.
Jim was upon him and bindin.e: his arms to his
sides when Wild and Charlie reached the spot.
"I told you I'd .e:et him," Dart said, smilingly.
"I knew I would have just about time if I hurried. Now then, I reckon if he can be made to
tell the truth we'll find out what all the excitement means."
"He'll either tell us all about it or he'll die
mighty sudden," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as
he drew a knife and made out that he was going
to plunge it into the redskin's breast.
The scout had noticed that Jim's prisoner was
comin.e: to, and that was why he made such a
move. The effect was all right, it seemed, for a
·
startled g-runt came from the Sioux.
"There ain't no use in taking him a prisoner.
I'll • put an end to him 1·i.e:ht now," Charlie went
on, winking- at his co,mpanions. Then he again
acted as if he meant to use the hunting knife
upon the helpless Indian. A faint cry of terror
was heard this time, and then the brave opened
his eyes.
"Keep still, redskin. You have got to die putty
qwick," Charlie said.
"Ugh!" came the reply. "Paleface no kill Jnjun. Me g·ood Injun ."
"I reckon you're ~·ood. If you ain't you soon
will be. Now then, you jest keep still."
"Make him g·et up, Charlie. I think he's all
rig·ht now," Young Wild West spoke up. "We'll
take him away from here, and then we'll settle
upon what we are going to do with him."
With his hands tied securelv behind him the
Sioux must have realized that it was useless
to put up a fight. When Charlie pulled upon him
to make him )?;et up he lent his own assistance,
and quickly stood upon his feet. Then he looked
around fro· his horse. But the animal had a-one,
thoug Jim knew pretty near where to find it.
Charlie took a hitch about the prisoner's neck,
and then takin.e: Jim's lariat by the end. walked
along to where the horses were waiting.
"Are we goin,. to ride back, Wild?" he aske(l.
"Pr.etty soon ," was the reply. "But I reckon
we'll be all right here. I want to talk to this
fellow."
The Indian looked at him, his face brighteni11g,
for he seemed to Wlderstand that he was not J!·oing to be killed right away by his paleface foes.
"Sit down, redskin," the voung deadshot said,
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pointing to a stone when they had got behind
some bushes close to where the horses had been
left. "I want to ask you _a question or two."
"The paleface boy with the long hair heap
much brave," was th,e reply.
1
"Never mind about that. I don't want any of
you· one
tell
your :flatterv. But I am f?Oinl? to
thing, if you · don't tell t.he truth you will surely
be· put to death, and we won't be slow about doinl? it, either. Now then, where- were you going when we caught you?"
The Indian shook his head and showed that he
did not want to tell.
"Speak out," Wild said, at the same time turning his revolver upon him.
"Me go to see if the soldiers come," came the
~
rep!,•.
"They are comint?: pretty soon, and plenty of
them, too. Crazy Horse and his braves will be
wiped out. Not one of them will be alive when
the sun rises to-morrow morning."
'Phe- brave nodded and looked very solemn.
"Crazy Horse know the soldiers come," he said,
speaking- slowly. "Ile want to get some- more
scalps and then l!:O back to the mountains. Iii
two, three days plenty of SiouX" ·will come and
then he make heap much fight for the paleface
soldiers."
"Qh, he wants to get a few more scalps before
he leaves these parts, eh? Where is he going- to
,
look for them?"
The brave remained silent for a moment, and
then looking- the boy straight in the eyes, an·
swered:
"Maybe he find palefaces along- the stream,•"
and he indicated the direction of the creek.
"Maybe he will. He has already got a scalp
•
there and burned a cabin."
"He want to burn more cabins and get more
scalps. Crazy Horse knows where tp find the
_
palefaces."
"When is he going to do this?"
"Maybe pretty soon."
"All right. I hope he tries it, for we don't
want to wait very long-. We are going to take
Crazy Horse a prisoner and tum him over to the
soldiers when they come. His braves will all die
if they don't surrender. You must come with us
now. If you have told the truth you may live
and be sent back to the reservation.I'
"Jnjun no want to die."
"Of course not. l knew that when I spoke that
way. Now you come on and we'll see if we can
find your horse. Go ahead, Charlie. Mount and
pull him along. I reckon he won't hanl!:' back
much with that rope around his neck."
"I reckon not, Wild," and tlie scout £ave a
chuckle and hurriedly got upon his horse.
Wild and Jim mounted their steeds, and then
they set out for the creek. They had ;10t gone
very far when the pony the redskin had been
riding was found grazing at the side of the trail.
Jim easily caught the animal, and then the ln•
dian was assisted to mount, and when his ankle~
had been tied together beneath the horse's belly
they proceeded on and soon got back to Simon
Strong's cabin. Not a sign of any one did they
see, and it · was · not until Youn!!:' Wild West gave
the signal that was known by Arietta that any
one showed themselves. The girl was the first·to
aouear. and behind her came the rest.

"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop a·sked, as
he ca!De up the bank and looked at the captive
.
.
redskm.
"Nothing is the matter, Hop," was the retort. .
_-,
"Why ·do you ask such a Question as that?"
"Me no undelstand why you . ketchee u~ led· ·
skin."
"Oh, you don't, eh? Well, you will find out
presently. Anyhow, it was but natural for us to
catch one if we got the chance."
"Maybe vou bettee shootee, so be. Me no likee
um plisoner."
"All right. Never mind whether vou like him
or not. He has J?iven us a little info.rmation and
I think I'll run .the chance of making- something
out of it. Now then, let's all g-et down below the
bank, and we'll soon settle upon what we are
·
goinl? to do."
The horses were led around to the foot of the
bank, and then the Indian was taken from his
pony _and caused to sit upon the J?round. Manr
Questions were put to him, especially by the
settlers, most of whom were ang-ry at him and \
ready to put him ou.t of the world.
"Pete," our hero said, nodding- to the leader of
the party., "I reckon something is g-oinJZ'· to happen pretty soon. Crazy Horse has learned that
the cavalry are coming-, and he means to get a
few more scalps before he takes to the mountains. He is coming- down this way firstJ no
doubt with the intention of -g-ettinl? Simon's scalp
and burning- his shanty. Now then, I reckon we
•
had better rig- our trap."
"They're comin' after me, are they?" the oldhunter spoke up, a P-dm smale showing on his
face. "All right. Jest let 'em come."
. He J?ripped bis rifle and gave a nod · which
showed how ready he was to fight.
": es, they'll be after you pretty soon, I hope.
Let s go up and see if we can't find some place
to hide close to the shanty, so when they come
we'll be able to J?ive them a surprise. But rem~,mber, I want to take Crazy Horse alive."
We'll all help you do that, Young Wild West,"
Pete answered. and the rest nodded or spoke the
~
'same way.
"I know YOU will. Now you select a couple 0~
?'our men, and come on up with ·us. We are go':mg to fix up the trap we were talking- about."
All the men wanted to go, but Pete selected
two of them, and then followed the young deadshot and his partners up the bank. ·
"Cari't I come, too. Young Wild West?" the ·old
hunter asked.
"Yes. come on. I reckon you'll have time to
get your belongin.!('s back into the cabin. It's
hardly likely the redskins · will be here inside· of
half an hour; I have an idea that they sent this
fellow down this way t6 see if you were here,
only he didn't say anything- about it."
"Crazy Horse knows the hunter is here " the
captive spoke up. "He will come before n~on to
•
get the hunter's scalp."
"That's all rii?ht. Maybe you're tellinl!:' ti:!
truth and maybe you are not. But we'll let it l?O
at that."
Then those who had started to l?O. up the bank
climbed on up, makinl!:' a short cut of it and
went to the 101? cabin. It happened that a couul.8
of trees had been felled by the hunter at some-
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previous time, and they lay with the butts close
to the shanty.
"Just the thinl!:'," our hero said, as he looked at
them. "We can lie behind these trees, and when
'l;he Indians come we'll be able to mow them
""Jown. Now then. Simon, l!:'O ahead and brinl!.' back
your belonginJ!:'s."
"Me helpee, Misler Wild."
Then Hop, lookinl!:' as meek as a lamb, appeared before them. He had not been invited to
come up to the top of the bank, but he was there
just the same.
CH APTER X.-Crazy Horse's Last Raid.
"Who told you to come here, heathen?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as he looked at the clever
Chinee and frowned.
"Nobody tellee me, Misler Charlie," was the
reply. "Me tellee Missee Alietta me come. She
say allee light. and me here. Me wantee helpee
um hunter."
''Well, if he's willing- to let you help llim you
can do so. Go ahead."
"You -come, too, Young Wild West. I want to
show vou what a snug place I've g-ot my things
in. If you think there ain't no clanger of the
redi;kins comin' right away, I reckon it will be
all rig-ht."
"Well. they won't be here verv soon, thoul!:'h of
course I mav be mistaken in thinking that wa)t.
I'll go with ·you." .
Into the patch of woNls Simon went, Wild and
Hop goinl!" with him. The ref;t sat down behind
the lol!.'s, and Cheyenne Charlie lightecl his pipe.
A short dist>lnce in the woods they came to a big.
moss-covered rock, and walking- around hehinil
this 8imon i:craped some leaves aside and lifted a
ro1whlv-made door.
"There's a cave down here." he saitl, "an' it
bein' a puttv dry one I thought it would b~- all
ril!:'ht to store my pelts an' everything else I
thoul!:'ht anyth:mg of. You see, I dug this out
a couple or' years ago, so I'd have a g-ood place
to keep potatoes an' sich like in the winter time.
It comes in mil!:'hty handy for what I wanted it
for now."
Hop, bound to see what was in the cave, was
e first to goo ctown. There was no ladder, but a
ulder was directly beneath the opening. which
permitted him to drop easilv and then g-et to the
bottom. Simon quickly followed him, but Wild
was content to remain above. He dropped upon
his hands and knees and took a look inside and
could see, even though it was quite dark there,
that there were several bags and rolls of furs and
pelts.
"I've seen enough, Simon," he said. "You and
Hop go ahead and ca-rry some of your belongings
back to the cabin. Maybe you had better not try
to get all of them there just now, for it might
take too long."
"Me puttee evelything- uppee when Misler
Simon takee," Hop said from below.
"AU right, I'll go on back."
-Wild turned to make his way back to his
friends, and .iust then he heard the cracklinl!.' of
a twii:r a short distance awa'j/. Instantly he realized that there was danger close by. But he did
not give a start even • .and kept on walkinl!.' toward the creek. At the edge of the woods there
was a very large tree, and reaching this he went

:
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behind it and then stood and listened. Nothing
could be heard but the chirpinl!:' of a couple o!
birds, so the boy took the risk of peeping around
the tree. Then he saw the tufted head of an Indian warrior rise from behind a rock less than
fifty yards from the cave. At first Wild thoui?l1t
the Indian had been spying- upon them as they
went to the old hunter's cave. But he soon came
to the conclusion that such was not the case. He
was simplv making- his way as if he wanted to
spy upon the log- cabin, for he was not looking- at
where Hop and the hunter were at all. Wild i:aw
him _
e:o. close to the edge of the woods, and ju,t
then Simon came up out of the cave carrvinl!.' a
ball.' with him. The Indian heard the ..sounds, an<l
turninl!.' slipped quickly back into the woodi:.
Satisfied that there ·were more redskins about
Wild hurried back to where he had left his com~
panions.
"Boys," he said. "I reckon you had better 1!.'Pt
ready for business. The woods are full of redskins. I must l!,'et Hop and Simon here at once."
The boy was just about to turn back to call tho
two when he. saw Simon cominl!:' with the bag- on
his shoulder. At the same moment he caught a
glimpse of several moving figures in the wood!-.
'!'hey were all cominl!:' straight for the log cabin.
Havinl!:' heard Hop say he was l!:'Oing to remain in
the cave and put out the stuff, he quickly decided
to l!:'O back. The trap was ready to snrin!!' now.
and if there were not too many of the redskins
everythinl!:' would be all right.
He waited long enough to see that Crazy
Horse, the old chief, was with the party, and then
back he ran and got behind the rock.
"They're coming, boys," he whispered.
A savage yell sounded close at hand, and
Youne: Wild West and his· friends got ready for
business. A moment later the old hunter sprang
from the bushes, and after him came Crazy
Horse and his braves.
''Give 'em fits!" Pete exclaimed, and then the
✓ rifles began cracking.
There were easily a score of the Ind,ians, and
taken by surprise at such close quarters, they
dropped ril!:'ht and left. More than half the Indians had fallen already, and the rest had got
•behind trees and were answerinl!:' the fire. But
fortuna\ely they were not in the way of the cave.
Wild crept alonl!:' until he reached the woods, and
then made his way cautiously toward the cave.
As he neared it he heard a commotion, then a
smothered yell sounded. Thi was quickly followed by another yell of a different sort.
"Hip hi, hoolay ! Me allee samee l!:'Ottee Clazy
Horse. Me velly smartee Chinee. Hully upee,
hully upee!"
Surprised and wonderinl!:' what it reallv meant,
the younl!:' deadshot ran with all speed to the
cave. He was just about to drop upon his kneefl
to try and find out, when a smothered report·
sounded from the place.
"Now Jen, me fixee you," he heard Hop exclaim.
"You allee samee dead, so be."
"What are you tryinl!:' to do, Hop?" the boy
asked, as he quickly dropped into the hole.
"Me gottee Clazy Horse, Misler Wild. He
fallee down here vellv muchee quickee, and v1e
hittee hip-1 pletty hard, so be. Len me shootee
off um bil!:' revolver."
"I reckon you must have hit him pretty har<I."
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the bov answered, as he looked and saw the old
chief lving in a heap. "What did you hit 'him
with?"
"Um butt of um levolver, Misl'!)r Wild. Velly
nicee club, so be."
"Well, we have got Crazy Horse, anyhow, and
I hardly think he's dead, after _all. But just keep
still. There are more Indians about; you know."
But Wild was not going to remain there very
long. He could hear shots being fi~ed from bo~h
sides, and he knew that the firmg was still
going on.
"Tie this fellow, and tie him ·well, Hop. You
must remember he is as slippery as an eel." he
said. "He will come to pretty soon, and he'll
put up a terrible fight if he has the chance to
do it."
. ,,
"Me fixee velly muchee Quickee, Misler Wild.
With deft fingers he bound the old chief's arms
to his sides, ·and then took a few extra turns
about his wrists, and also at the elbows so there
would be no possible chance for him to have the
use of his hands.
"You stay right here, Hop," the young deadshot said, as he proceeded to make his wav out
of the hole.
The boy was soon out upon the ground. Just
then he saw five or six Indians sneaking back
through the woods. One of them happened to see
him, and quickly gave the alarm. Then all ~tarted
toward the boy. There was no help for it now,
and as much as he detested taking the lives of
even bad Indians, Young Wild West dropped behind the stone and his rifle went to his shoul_der.
Six times he pulled the trigger, and the Indians
went down in quick succession.
"Hooray, hooray, hooray!" came the shouts
from the direction of the log cabin.
"I reckon it must be all over." the young deadshot thought, as he brushed back his hair and
proce-eded to put more cartridges into the magazine of his rifle. "Well, I might as well take
Crazy Horse with me and then there will be some
more· cheering."
.
He stepped back to the cave, and throwmg
aside the cover, which he had put down. upon
leavinl!" it he bade Hop help get the prisoner
out. The~ the clever Chinee thrust the muzzle of
his old-fashioned revolver into the face of the
chief and sternly commanded him to get upon his
feet. Reluctant"iv ,Crazy Horse did so.,,
"Make him get upon the rock, Hop, the boy
said.
. d .
"Allee light," an Hoo was not long m omg so.
This caused the head and shoulders of the captured chief to appear above the surface of the
ground. Wild gripped him under the arms and
dragged him out.
"Well, Crazy Horse," he said, smiling at t~e
prisoner, "J, reckon you have made your last raid.
You have been doing a lot of it for the past
week or two, so I understand, but this one is
the last."
.
.
"Young- Wild West!" cried the chief, showmg
no little astonishment.
"That's just who I am. I see that you remember me. You have proved that you can't be .a
good Indian while you're living. You will be all
ri1?ht when you're dead."
.
Then taking the chief by the arm, Wild started
for the edge of the woods. Hop came up and
took the other arm, aRd the old ~}-lief who had

caused so much trouble in his time was Quickl!I'
led to the log cabin, in front of which the whole
parb' was now standing, includi~ Arietta and
old man Murdock.
"It's all over, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie ex- ,
claimecl the moment he saw the boy. "Hello,
;you have got another prisoner, eh? · Great gimiets ! If it ain't Crazy Horse, I'm a 1ivin' sinner."
"That's just who it is, Charlie," the young
deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way.
"But his capture is a great deal due to Hop. The
old chief was trying to sneak away, showing that
he was afraid of our bullets, and he accidentally
fell into Simon's cave. Hop was there, and it
was easy for him to k]lock the old fellow on the
head and render him unconscious."
"Me fixee velly muchee quickee, Misler Charlie," Hop spoke up, proudly. "Me velly smartee
Chinee."
"What did vou come up here for, Et?" the
young deadshot asked.
· "Well, we heard them all hurrahing-, and we
thoug-ht it must be over."
"And you left the nri soner at the foot of the
bank, eh?"
"Yes, but g1·and-dad fixed him so he couldn't
get away. He wound a lariat about his ankle and
tied it to the limb of a tree."
"Oh, all right, then. Come on, Crazv Horse.
I reckon we'll take vou over to the settlement.
No doubt vou will be glad to get there and see
all the paiefaces you figured on scalping."
But Crazy Horse refused to mak,e a reply.
He was · sullen and defiant. Still, he went
along readily, no doubt realizing that it would
do him no good if he balked. The horses were
brought up from the foot of the bank, and the
party were just about ready to go back to the
settlement when the sound of a bugle was heard
in the distance.
"There!" exclaimed the young deadshot, his
eyes brightening. "The cavalrymen are coming. They must have known of the uprising- at
the army post. You just wait a while and I'll
ride out and meet them."
The boy was upon the back of his sorrel stallion in a jiffy, and then away he went. He did
_not have to ride more than a quarter of a mile
before he saw as many as a hundred cavalrymen ..
riding leisurely that way. But more than that.
They had a number of prisoners with them, and
they were redskins. Younll: Wile! West waved
his- hat and they galloped to meet him. To make
a long story short, he discovered that the cavalrymen had been in search of Crazv Horse, and
that thev had succeeded in getting all the rest
of his band and were following the trail of those
who had come to make the raid on the hunter's
cabin. When he told them that Crazv Horse was
a prisoner the cavalrymen were delighted as well
as surprised.
The result was that half an hour later the
whoie crowd were riding toward Moran. Wherr
they arrived there there was great excitement,
and it is needless to say that Young Wild West
came in for all the praise that was to be given ,
up, though he insisted upon letting Hop have
his share.
NP.xt week's issue will contain "YOTJNG WILD
WEST AND TlIE CAVE GANG; or,ARIETTA'S
.DESPERATE SHOT."
,_
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CHAPTER IX.-(Continued)
"Why wha~ do you mean? Wasn't the will all
right?" asked Tom, in surprise.
"Yes, of course it must have been, for it had
grandpa's signature down in black and white,
with two witnesses that papa says are necessary
to make it valid. But-but-don't you understand? The fire! Our rooms were all burned
out. I never thought of the copper case in which
the will lay when you came to take me away. How
could I, when I was frightened and upset, and
•
~ expected I should be burnt up?"
Tom stared at her quite blankly. It was hard
luck, indeed. Then a sudden thought occutred
to him.
"Yau don't know that your rooms are gutted
out. Perhaps there is a ·chance yet that tre case
may be found. I am to be in charge of the ruins
for four hours to-night. I will go up to the fourth
floor, and if the task be not too dangerous, will
search for that case. Where did you leave it?'·
he inq ·red, eagerly.
"In the lower drawer of a small, old-fashioned
desk in the room where I slept . .Oh, if you only
could find it!" she clasped her slender hands together. "But I am afraid you will not. That
room was on fire when you carried me to the back
of the warehouse. No, I am sure you never will
find it-never, never, never!"
"I can at least make the effort. I will gladly
do so for your sake."
"You are !;o good, Mr. Sedley. So brave! I
shawll never forget you," and the look of grateful
appreciation that beamed from her eyes sent the
•
color to his face.
When Tom Sedley arrived at the ruined waremuse he found Meyer Suppegreenz was the companion who had been selected to keep him comp.any. The two voung- members of Volunteer No.
1 whom they relieved went home at once.
"Meyer, you stand wateh here at the door. I'm
going upstairs to the fourth floor," said Tom.
"For why you go by der roof? I vos toldt dot
dose blaces vos nottings but a hole in der air. It
.
is foolishness."
"Oh, that's the other side. I want to see if any
ol the Vane property escaped the-lire."
"All right, only don'd peen long. Dere is a
lonesomenesses aboud dis blaces dot I don'd got
u~ed to alretty yet."
Suppegreenz told the truth. It was lonesome
iu that neighborhood. Public curiosity had been
ntisfied and not a soul now lounged a1·ound the
building. The silence of the night was perfect
here. Not a sound came from the flowing rover
at the back of the ruins. The town lights could
not be seen from Meyer's post of observation, and
the evening noises of Oakland were too few to
extend to that distance.
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Tom Sedley ascended the unstable stairs Qre•
fully, his swinging lantern casting odd shadows
abou.t upon the broken, blackened walls.
Tom could see one or two big gaps in the ceil•
ing of the third floor, which made the outlook
bad in respect to the contents of the Vanes'
rooms above.
But he hoped for the b~st, though less confident that he would be able to find any trace of
the copper case he had seen attached around the
old sailor's neck.
When he arrived at the top landing the glow
of his lantern showed the walls of the Vane
apartments to be fairly intact.
The front room overlooking the road he entered first. It was the sitting-room ad the furJr 'and fire. A
niture was wrecked by both
lit:tie .Chi~ese. mandari~, with a nodding head,
still occupied its place in the middle of the mantelpiece, and it b:>re the same sickly g-rin on its
yellow physiognomy it always had, as though
not in the least disturbed by the chaos that had
blighted its surroundings.
The next apartment had been Dora's. Tom
looked eag-erly about for the small old-fashioned
desk the girl had described to him. ' But his hopes
seemed· destined to be dashed to nought, for the
fire had made a pretty clean sweep of the room,
and where he expected to see the desk nothin_g
but_ a shapeless heap of half-burned wood remamed.
He returned to the sitting-room and shook his
fis~ at the figure, as if he owned it a personal
gr1e"9"ance, but the mandarin only smiled serene!Y back. This seemed to anger Tom, who kno&,.ed
1t on the floor and kicked it into Dora's room
w~~re it slip up against the- ruins o Jthe desk. '
Get out of here, you pesky Chink!" and the
young foreman gave it a kick that scattered the
wood about and disclosed, to the boy's astonished
gaze, the copper case, now smoke begrimed and
filthy looking, but intact.
Tom grabbed it up with a half-suppressed cry
of joy. "The will-at last!"
At that moment he heard a spitting noise from
the next i:oom, the place which had been Mr.
ane's sleepmg-room.
He . )istened. The sound occurred again. What
could 1t mean?
.T hen he detected a gleam of light through the
.
open door, and a shadow.
Evidently some one was there who had no right
to be in the building.
Tom was a boy of action. He walked into that
room at once. In front of an unburned bureau
stood a man who was busily searching the drawers for something.
"What are you doing here?" Tom demanded.
The fellow turned like a shot. It was the dar\featu!ed man who had called on Caleb Browf.
As his eyes took in Tom from head to foot he
'
spied the copper case.
"Give me that case!" he demanded, snatching
at it.
"Give you nothing," said Tom. "Get out. You
•
have no right to be here."
With an oath the dark-featured man suddenly
sprang at the boy and dealt him a heavy blow in
the face.
A yawning hole in the floor )av two feet hark

,.
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Tom's cry, though without understanding what
it meant.
"Tom I" called the young German, ''vot peen
As he struck the edge of the void, Tom r89.lized his peril too late to save himself. He uttered der matter mit you?"
Of course he received no answer, and then '_,
one thrilling cry, clutched wildly at the air, and
he became anxious, for he knew th~ ruins was litthen ._ 11 down into the deep gulf.
tle better than a treacherous 'trap for unwary
.
.
.
f~
"Tom I" he called again, pausing on the landing of the third floor.
CHAPTER X.
No reply. The silence -of death lay upon the
building.
The Search For The Copper Case.
"By ghinger l I ped me somedings has habbened to him. · Ach, himmel, if he has gone py
Mark Rel.stone approached the edge of the a hole thro'ugh he may pe kilt alretty yet."
broken floor and looked down into the abyss into
As he started to climb to the next floor he hapwhich Tom Sedley had fallen.
pened to glance in through the shattered opening
The ·boy lay senseless and bleeding many feet · if the third floor, and the moonlight pointed out to.
below amid the tangled woodwork, on the very his startled gaze the inert figure of Tom Sedley,
edge of another hole opening on the second story. where it lay poised upon the edge of a ragged
When Helstone struck Tom it was not his in- break in the blackened beams.
·
tention, nor had he calculated, that the blow
·
"Mein gracious! He is deatl"
would send the boy through the- :flooring. Jiis
. Meyer, with eyes that bulged with horror, cauobject was to stun the lad, so that he could se- tiously ~rawled out over the burned timber till \:'
cure the copper case and then make his escape he got close enough to touch To_m .
from the building.
Mark Helstone .saw the Ge~an boy slowly pull
As he gazed down at the white face of the his friend away from the edge of that precipice,
stricken lad, brought out into relief by a slanting feel a:round his heart for signs of life, and then
ray of moonlight, he saw no sign of the copper utter an exclamation of satisfaction.
·
box he coveted.
'By Shorge, he don'd peen deat, afder all. He
What had become of it? It must have fallen vosdook leaf of his senses, dot vos der matter."
through the tangled debris of the ruins. 1f so
Th._e dark man above shifter his position so as
its possession was probably lost to him. When to follow the movements of the pair below, for
clear!!d away, as it would Tom gave evidence of returning animation
the wreck below
be in time, the case would be found, claimed by
"Where am I'!" said the young foreman of
its rightful owner, and all his plans would have
olunteer No. 1, in a dazed voice, as he sat up, asfailed.
· Mark Helstone swore roundly in an undertone sisted by Suppegreenz.
"Vhy, you vos der third floor of der varehouse
when he realized how helpless he was in his game on,"
answered Meyer.
with fate.
"The third floor? Why, how did I get here?"
For years he had been the acknowledged heir
"Off you don'd know I couldn't told you, bud
of Captain Matthews, after that stubborn old
skipper had quarreled with his only daughter, and f'.make me a goot guesses dot you come py dot
it had been a terrible blow to him when he dis- holes ub dere _py der ceiling."
"I remember now," said Tom, after a pause.
covered that the captain had, at the eleventh hour,
. made a new will in favor of his granddaughter, "I was knocked i:nto the opening by a man I met
Dora Vane, in which his expectations were .cut ·up there whom I caught in the act of rifling a
.
bureau in one of the rooms."
·
down to a p·a itry $5,000.
"otl" exclaimed Meyer, in astonishment. "A -,t
In his rage and desperation he had planned to .
-~
waylay the will, which he believed would be sent man in der puildings?"
"Yes," replied Tom. "Do you remember that
by mail to Edward Vane, who liyed in Oakland.
The attempt he made to do this, through the dark-complexioned person who spoke to me at
forced connivance of Caleb Brown, the postmas- the station yesterday morning while you were
ter over whom he held a certain power, the reader talking to me, and who followed me, like youl'is ~!ready acquainted with. -A nd it is probable self, to the post-office?"
he would have succeeded in gaining his object but
"I ped you," said Meyer, nodding his head.
for the sagacity of Captain Matthews in for- "I didn't took a fancy mit his faces."warding the precious document by special m~s"That man was, or may be still, upstairs."
senger.
"By Shorge, he don'd got some rights der~
Finding himself outwitted, Mark Helst9ne con- ain't it? Ve sh11.ll go py der stairs up pretty
ceived and carried out the fiendish plan of set- quick alretty und bounce him, lped you I"
ting , fire to the warehouse, thereby hoping to de"That's right," said Tom, getting on his feet,
stroy the will before Edward Vane could take the "we will; but wait a moment, I dropped a copper
necessazy steps to probate the paper. And he case I had in my hand at the time. Look around
had deliberately carried out his purpose with the ~nd see if you can find it."
full knpwledge that Dora was in the building.
"A cobber cases! How pig it vos?"
Now after all his scheming the will had es"About so large," an~ Tom showed him the
caped' him. . The thought was maddening.
size. "Had a line attached to it so it could be
While he stood looking down upon his uncon- carried around the neck."
J
scious victim he became aware that some one .
'I don'd see no such dings just aboud here."
was ascendin'g the stairway.
(To be continued)
It was Meyer Suppegreenz, who had heard

t>f the youth. Taken by surprise, the force of the
blow sent him reeling backward toward it.

was
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GOOD READING
DYING THIEF RETURNS WATCH
A year ago burglars entered the home of E. ·F.
De Bower, president of the American Academy of
Letters, Chicago, through a window, and stole
jewelry, including a specially made $800 wrist
wateh that enabled Mrs. De Bower, who is blind,
to tell the time. There was said to be only one
other watch like it in Chicago; The other night
the ::;ame window was raised and a l)ackage pushed
through. It contained the watch and this note:
"Jem Connors is dyeinv, want you to have this
and pray for him.
.,, " His Pal."
THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Accordinii: to an article printed in the National
Geographic Magazine some months ago. "The
Hawaiian Islands, the crossroads of the Pacific,
are the most isolated inhabited islands in the
world, more than 2,000 miles from the nearest
.1\~ghbor, California." Because of their daririg
"trips out at sea the people who occupied these
islands before the white man came deserve the
name of "Vikings of the Pacific." The islanders
went to sea in canoes hollowed out of single
Jogs, made· by tools of hard rock and hard lava.
They had no metals. Some of the canoes made
on the islands were 70 feet in length and could
carry fifty men. The giant goa trees frim which
they were made were cut half way up the, mountains, painfullv and laboriously with stone axes.
and then with ropes made of vines, aragged
shoreward by hundred s with willing hands. It is
believed the Polynesians, to which the Hawaiians
belong, orie:inate<l in India. Their voyages across
the pathless seas rival those of the Vikings. With
no compass to assist them and with only stars
to guide them, . they broke through the skyline to
journey 2,000 to 3,000 miles in their frail but
unsinkable craft.
THE DEAD SEA
The Dead Sea, a lake in Palestine which lies
about 1,290 feet below the level of the Mediterranean Sea, is· given its name because it is so
ty that no fish ean Jive in it; only the lowest
forms of animal life survive there. 'The principal reason for its saltiness is that water carrying mineral salts is continually running into it.
The intense heat evaporates the water, leaving
the lake always- at about the same level, and the
aalts remain behind. The lake lies so low that it
:has no outlet. Occupying the lowest part of the
great chasm through which the Jordon flo"".S, the
Dead Sea is about five times as salty as the water
of the ocean. If we try to swim in it we cannot
possibly sink, but bob up and down like a cork.
This extreme saltiness is due to rapid evaporation.
Each of the numerous streams that fl.ow into it
'brings a small amount of salt. The Dead Sea deserves ite name, for fish put into its water die
imwtediately. Such scanty vegetation as is found
»-1covered with a white salt crust that makes it
look as though it had been "mitten with leprm;y."
Yet, seen from a distance the water appears brilJiantly blue and clear. On the east and west are
tall cliffs, white or tawny or almost 1·ed in color,
that glow in the light of the setting · sun.

TO CROSS THE .ATLANTIC IN FOUR DAYS
What is the likelihood of trans-Atlantic passene:ers beine: able to cross the ocean in fouz
days? To do this thev would have to travel in &
ship capable of maintaining an average speeli
of 30 knots. The high,est average speed of an:,
existine: ship for the whole passage is creditetf.
to the Mauretania, which soon after her recent
overhauline: made the crossing at an avera,tt
speed of 26.25 knots. It is probable that ~
maximum speed of this vessel for a single day's.
run is about 27 knots, for she lias aet,ually averag-ed that on one or two occasions. Variable conditions of the wind, sea and ocean currents, however, render it unlikely that she will ever make.
the whole crossing at 27 knots. At the speed of
27 knots she must have dev.eloped at least 80,00J
horsepower and to drive the ship at 80 knots m
smooth water and under favorable conditiolll'
would necessitate raising her horsepower t,:
108,000.
It is questionable if this could be done wit:t
steam turbines. Her present motive power: is of
the- ein-ly type, with lare:e direct-connected turbines turnine: at the low speed of 180 revolutiom
per minute; moreover, she is equipped with Scotc.k..
boilers. If she were re-boilered and re-ene:ined.:
she would carry water-tube boilers and smalle£
hil<'h-speed turbines with a sine:le or double mechanical reduction g-ear. Thus equipped, sh"iwould undoubtedly be faster, but she would bf\
incapable of makine: the required 30 knots for~
four-day trip.
If ever a 30-knot ship is placed on the transAtlantic passag-e, she ·will undoubtedly be furnished with improved Diesel ene:ines of two•cycle double-acting- type, which has been showinr
such excellent results in the later motor ships;
but in the .present state of the art, we doubt ii
there is any Diesel engine builder who would b~
prepared to e:uarantee an output of 108,00ti
horsepower on four shafts. It is true that 11
ship desig-ned for this speed would be civen ,
finer form even than that of the Maureta:afa,.
and in such a vessel, of the displacement of tht
Mauretania, 100,000 horsepower might prove tt
be sufficient. In that case, two eng-ines place.I.
tandem on each of the four . shafts would call f<u
12,500 horsepower per en~ine, or say about 2,00l
horsepower per cylinder. However, the develo,ment of the Diesel engine is goine: ahead 'br
leaps and bounds, and its low consumption «
four-tenths of a pound per horsepower-hour rElieves the problem of the obstacle of high cost if
operation, which renders a steam-driven ship tl
this speed impossible from the shipowner's stanit:point.
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· ITEMS OF INTEREST
FIND VAST TABLELAND 150 FEET
UNDER SEA.
An immense submarine tableland only 150 feet
below sea level has been discovered in the Bay of
Biscay 125 miles east by northeast of Cape
Orte11:al by the French naval ti;ansport Loiret.
When passinlt' over the spot the Captain was
surprised to see a hu11:e tidal wave approachin11:.
Takin11: soundin11:s he found bottom at 125 to 150
feet althou11:h the chaTt showed a depth of 15,500 feet. The tableland may have been thrown
up hy seismic disturbances which would account
for the recent tidal waves on the Atlantic coast·
line of Europe.
The observations in the Bay of Biscay were
made on May 23 when there was a tidal wave at
Penmarch, Brittany. There was also an earth.,
Quake in Japan on that date.

light patches and erect ears. The long s?ft fur
is light brown, darker along the ~ack; t~e under
parts are white and "'the bushy tail has six broad
white rings around it. The civet is an inhabi~ant
of the warmest regions of the Old ~ orld, chiefly
Africa and the Malayan Islands. It 1s about twu
or three feet long and ten inches high, is more
slender than a raccoon and has a long tail. The
fur, gray a~ove and white belo~, is tinged ~th
yellow marked by dusky spots m_ rows. Civets
live in holes, like foxes, and eat birds and 0th.er
small animals. They are also fond of crocodile
eggs and are considered valuable al_on11: the Nile
because they prevent too · rapid increase in the
crocodile family. Most of all, civets are valuable
for a fatty substance with a musky odor, which is
taken from pouches in the body and used in making perfumes. In Lonqon an ounce of pure civet
is valued more than $10, and many thousand
ounces are imported every year.

LAUGHS

\

"Louise, I really cannot permit you to read
novels on Sunday." "But, 11:raridma, this novel
is all ri11:ht; it tells about a s;rirl who was en11:a.a-ed
to three Episcopal cler11:ymen all at once."
"Feyther," said little Mickey, "wasn't it Pathrick H~ry _that said, 'Let us have peace?' "
"Niver!" said old Mickey. "Nobody by th' name
of Pathrick iver said anythin11: loike thot."
"What is your idea of an optimist?" "An
optimist," replied Mr. Growcher, "is a man who
thinks he has the makin11:s of an automobile became he has mana11:ed to get hold of a 11:allon of
11:as oline and a · spark plu11:. "
"Does the baby talk yet?" asked a friend of
the family of the little brother. "No," replied the
little brother, dis11:ustedly. "He don't need to
talk. AU he has to do is yell and he 11:ets everythin_g- in the house worth havin11:."

SHOE LEATHER FROM SHARKS
The increasin11: scarcity of mammal hides in
recent years has caused leather manufacturers to
tttrn to the . sea for their raw products, says
To-day, lar11:ely ,
Popular Science Monthly.
"Brown, do you know the lady across the
throul,("h experiments under the direction of the street'?" asked Smitn. "Let me see," revl~d
United States Bureau of Fisheries, the skins of Brown, "she certainly look:, familiar. That's my
sharks, porpoises, and other fish have been de- wife's dress, m y qau11:hter's hat, m y mother-inveloped into excellent leather. For this purpose law's
parasol. Why, yes ! That's ~ur cook."
shark fisheries have · been established · on the
Florida and Gulf coasts, and new industries are
bein11: established to utilize the new product.
"Children," said the teacher to his pupils, "You
This has been made possible lar11:ely by a pro- should be able to do anythin11: equally well with
cess of tannin11: developed in the laboratory of either hand. With a little practice you will find
Dr. Allen Ro11:ers in the Pratt Institute of Brook- it just as easy to do anythinl? with one hand as
lyn, N. Y. One company, it is reported, now is it is with the other." "It is?" inquired the urchin
turnin11: out .200 shark hides daily. The hides are at the foot of the class. "Let's see you out your
made into hi11:h J?rade waterproof leather - that left hand in the ri11:ht-hand pocket of .your troucan be used just as ordinary leather. There is sers."
said to be as much leather value in a shark as
in a cow, and the cost of a fish is far less.
Ten-year-old Wi!liam came home one day in. ·•
regrettable state of disorder and with a SQlll&THE "CIVET CAT"
What is known as the civet cat in America is what bruised face. "Oh, Willie! Willie!" exthe cacomistle, which is not a true civet, but is claimed his mother, shocked and lt'rieved. "How
more closely related to the raccoon. These ani- often have I told you not to olay with that
mals are similar in haunts and habits. The ani- nau.a-hty Johnson boy?" "Mamma," said Willi.am.
n1al is slender, about ten inches long, with sharp, in utter disgust, "do I look as if I had been play, uur.-like face. lar"e bright eyes, surrounded with in.a- with anybo!iy?"
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CURRENT NEWS
SLEEPS OUTSIDE PRISO~
Frank Tortino, a life prisonel', 55 years old,
has been permitted to have sleeping c1uarters,
from which he could easily escape, m a garage
outside the walls of Sing Sing Prison. Warden
Lewis E. Lawes explained that Tortino, who is an
automobile mechanic, looks after supplies and
accessories for the prison cars.
"He has been here thirteen years," said the
\ ' arden, "and there is. not a mark against his
record. He has only a couple of years more to
&erve."
Tortino was committed for second degree mul'der in Orange County in 1912 for a term of from
twenty years to life.
LAMPS OF REMEMBERA~CE
The French imagination devised an unusual
ceremony in honor of the dead of the great war,
on July 14, the national fete day of the republic.
On the .e:rave of France's Unknown Soldier, under
the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, burns a lamp that
is never allowed to e-o out. It is the Lamp of
Remembrance, and is tended as carefully as was
that of the Goddess Vesta at the height of the
1dories of Rome.
This year another act of tribute was added
to that of the keeping of the lamp. At midnight on .hily 13 a wounded veteran lighted a
second lamp of remembrance in the very heart
of that fortress of Verdun that never fell, and
whose defense is one of the mo t splendid pages
of the histon- of the war vears. And throughout
the night an·d the long, scorching Julv day that
followed. the burning lamp was brought by relays of runners to Pal'is. It came along a route
already written in history bv the name of many
battles: Grurie, le Four de Paris, Perthes, la
Pompelle, Reims, Epernay, Chateau-Thierry,
Meaux, by the Porte Doree into the capital,
across the city and to the Arc de Triomphe.
The boys chosen to carry it the two hundred
ap.d J:4.nety-three kilometers along a highroad
; 1ed with holiday. makers come to do honor to
the Lamp of Remembrance as it passed, were too
young to have themselves shared in those years
of fighting. They were for the most part picked
athletes from all over• France-and they ran in
six terms of fifty runners each. ·
The Freflch are a more sentimental race than
we, but perhaps there is no American who would
not hav.e been moved at the sight of the lamp's
final arrival in the evening at the Grave of the
Unknown.
An exhausted but proud runner
brought it under the shadow of Napoleon's arch
where, in the sight of a hul!:e crowd, many of
whom were weeping silently, its flame was finally
min£"led with that of the great bronze lamp sunk
into the tombstone that for France cornmemtes her war dead.
AN APPEL FOR DEFINITE ADDRESS
Whatever New York does it does it in a big
way. Sky~crapers, bridges, subways, white lights,
post offices, all as big- a sthey come! Five million
pie.:e,; of mail depoi-ited daily for delivery in
Manhattan and the Bronx alone I The bigge;,;t

task that confronts any post office in the world.
Di.thcult under the best conditions, but how much
more difficult it is made by parelessness in writing
the addresses.
Let us visualize the process the five million
pieces must be put through and discover what is •
required of the senders to aid the post office in its
stupendous task.
l<'irst, the letters have to be distributed to the
fifty branch offices, but suppose you feave off the
house number, and address your letter only to
Broadway·, Broaaway is on 21 different posta1
districts, and jt is only by the number the clerk
can determine for which it is intended. Fifth
Avenue is just as indefinite, for it is on 12 districts and scores of other streets and avenues present like difficulties.
Second, after the letters reach the stations, they
must be separated again; this time to the ·c arriers
and there are many routes on every station. Here,
again, the house numbers are essential, for each
carrier serves only certain numbers of certain ·
streets, and in the absence of the number distribution is interrupted and delay results not only to
the indefinitely addressed letter but also those
that are properly adqressed. Do you not see how
the work is held -up by the omission of the full
address? .
Some people d~ not think it amiss to merely
direct their mail to business building and apartment house by name, without further address. We
could forgive ' them when New York was in the
Gophe1•town class, but New York has gl'own so
big that it is past forgiving now. The business
buildings and apartments have grown too numerous, their names have been duplicated, yea, ti·iplicated all over town, and the mail simply must
be completely addressed to insure delivery
promptly.
Now let us get further along the process. The
letter has reached the carrier and pictul'e him
standing in front of a skyscraper with the lettP1·
in his hand, no floor and no room number. Of
course the regular canie1· has committed the
names of all the ocupants to memory, that is his
job, but suppose he is sick or on vacation and
then consider the task of the inexperienced sul stitute in finding the addressee in the big buildin!?.
Just imagine your own experience trying to I ·cate an occupant of one of our modern office buil ings by consulting the directory and then 1·eali-:
how difficult it is for the carriers to locate t'· e
hundi-ed and thousand of occupants of office bui' 1 ings in our city if the room number is omitted.
Our appeal is for your cooperation toward be_ •ter se1·vice by starting right. Remember you!'
letters ·are part of the 5,000,000 delivered daily
Please do .your part in addressing each one correctly and clearly to street and number, to definite
room number or to box number as the case may be,
and include this information in all your ktter
heads so that your correspondence may know ho·.i•
to properly address mail matter intended fol' you.
Th.e proper address is as important to you a" your
name.
JOHN

J.

KIELY,

Postma.•ter.
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WORK & WIN
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SNAKESKIN SHOES FC1R WOMEN
High shoes for women,, after having been in
banishment for eleven years, again will be in
fashion on the streets of London this winter. The
shoes will not be the plain black -and tan ones of
years ago, but 'will be of highly colored leathers
and snake and crocodile skins. Jeweled and other
fancy heels will add a piquant touch.
Men's -footwear also will undergo some radical
changes, for the autumn styles will be of many
shades-green, red, blue an·d brow'l-to match the
clothing. Also, the heels will be higher.
RUM FOR ANIMAL ANAESTHETIC
Wild animals in captivity occasionally reQuire
surgical operations and until recently the accepted practice of the veterinarians who performed tr.em was to use chloroform for an anaesthetic, according- to Popular Science Monthly.
Animal surgeons in the famous Hagenbeck Zoo,
near Hamburg, German,·, however, have discovered that animals submit to surgery better
when drunk than when subjected to the usual
anaesthetics.
Accordingly, when now a lion, or a tiger, or
a hippopotamus need as little dental work or
other surgical attention, it is fed huge auantities
or rum or cognac. Then, when it sinks into a
drunken stupor it is chained, and the surgeon
l)erforms his work with no pain to the patient
or danger to himself. ·
WATER-CLOCK OF THE ANCIENTS
'Fhe water-clock of the Romans and ·oreekswhich is said to have been known to the Egyptians-was called the "Clepsydra" from the Gre·e k
words meaning "to steal" and "water." It might
be compared roughly to the modern hour .R"lass.
The most primitive of these water-clocks were
each composed of an earthenware .R"lobe which
had a short neck and which was· pierced by a
number of small holes in the bottom through
which the water "stole." These chronometers
were used in courts of justice to set a limit to
speeches. Cle-psydrae of smaller size-.made of
glass and used to mark the hours-were employed at an early date in place of sun dials. Since
the length of the . hour chan,R"ed with the season,
since the water was affected by pressure of the
air and by temperature, and since the rate at
which the water flowed decreased as the vessel
emptied, it was found necessary to obviate the
clepsydra's defects by various arrangements, or
inventions, of which we have no clear record.
In one modification of the clepsydra the water
was kept level in the vessel and the amount of
A complicated
water dischar,R"ed was noted.
water-clock which showed the hours -of both
night and day is said to have been invented by
Plato. The hydraulic clock of Clepydra of Ctesibius of Alexandria was made about 135 B. C.
It had water wheels and a little ftgure in it
which rose and-with a little stick-indicated
the hours on the table or index fastened to the
clock. The Tower of Winds at Athens once containe•l a clepsydra, and it is supposed that the
turret on the southern side of the tower held
the cistern from which water for.. the water-clock
was su,u>lied.

Stories About Fred Fearnot
We can still supply the following numbers of tlte.
·
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
l.'136 l?red 1"f!aruot s Search for Smith; or, The Man Who
Could Not Be .1,'ouud.
1337 " At the Fair: or, Shaking Things Op at Shas•
town.
1338 " Hunted; or, A Plot That Was Hnra ,o Solve.
1339 " and the Boy Boxer; or, Giving a Puglll•~
Points.
1340 " Temperance Play: or, Flghtlni: Drink with tbe
Drama.
1341 " D eath Slide; or, Down the Great Mountain
Flume.
1342 " Call b~ Wireless: or, the Friend Wbo Played
him false.
1343 " and the Queer Quartette; or. Jim, Jack, Joe
and Jet'ry.
134i " and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting the
Train Thieves.
1345 " 'l'ry tor Goal; or, Winning In the Last Moment.
1346 " Indian Boy; or Clv.llizlng a Savnge.
1347 " Orea t l:ia crlflce ! or, All tor the Sake of
Friend.
1348 " and "Tired Tim'': or, Thi, L11zleet Bo:v In Town
13,9 " Football Gl11uts: or, Hnndllng a Heavy Line. 13110 " Exploring ,;:'rip: or, A Week In the Crystal
Caves.
1351 " and th,. Fur Hunters; -0r. A Trip to Hudson••
Bay.
1352 .. Long Pass: or, The Play That Puzzled All
1353 " and the "Dutch Flyer": or, Up Against ·the
Champion Skater.
13M " Mystic Mark; or, The Hlndoo's Strange Wamlns.

135.'I "
1356 "
1357 "
1358 "
1369

"

1380 "
1361

"

1362

"

1363 "
13M "
1366

"

1367

"

1368

"

1369

"

1370

"

1371

"

Ice Cutter: or, The Fastest Boat on the J,ake
and the Bov Millionaire: or, On the Road
to Ruin.
Hocke:,- Wt.nners: or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
F~~"u~~~ln:llde; or. The Toboggan fn the
Week of Danger: or, Dellllni:c with the Wharf
Ganir.
In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
Bays.
and the Burled Gold; or, Fighting the Mexican
Bandits.
Ocean Vo>•age; er, The Mystery of Stateroom
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race; or, Ten Hours on Skates.
and the Shipping Clerk; or, Savinir an Honest
Hoy,
nnd "Hard Luck Harry"; or, The Boy Who waa
Alwnys In Trouble.
L!Jl::k.lng Drive: or, The Champions of tk
and the Indian Queen; or, The "R11d" MPn ot
the Tradlnir Post.
Cross Country Run: or, Wlnnlni:c the Great
Paper Chase.
Training Trip; or, In the South with a Baseball Nine
and Little Dick: or, Tbe Trials l'f n Poor
•
Working Boy.
Giants; or, Winning the Opl'nlng

1372 " Bi:J;~~'.I
1373

"

1371

"

1375 "
1376' "

1377
1378
1379
1380
1381

"
"
"
"
"

1382 "

Boy Lite-Savers; or, Brave Work On the
Beach.
at Lone Pine; or The Mystery of th e l\foo n~hlne
Camp.
Playing the Game; or, Out With His New Nine.
Road Riders: or, Rustling With Roughs.
and the Battery Boys; or, After the Wh8l't Rats
Cl ever Cun•es; or. BN1t ing Out tbe Batsmen:
Island Mystery; or. Camping in Cann<ln.
Boy Marvel; or, Rrlnging Out II Youni:c l'itcher.
Hard Pull; or, Winning the ::ling-le S~nll~.
Among the Poor: or. The nark Side or Lit~. •

Any- of the above numbers will be mailed to y-oa
P08ta,re free, upon receipt ot the price an moneT, 01'
po»tai:-e atampa.
HABBY E. WOLFF. PUBLISHER, INO.,

186 We•t 23rd Street,
•e• York. X, 11'.

r

MAN ONLY
JELLY, SAYS
SCIENCE
Man and all
l i v i n g material
~are mere jelly,
elastic as rubber,
fibrous and
thirsty for water.
'I his is the character of protoplasm, the staff
,:,f life, w h o s e
properties h r v e
been discovered
through a c t u a 1
dissection of microscopic living
cells, performed
by Dr. William
~eifriz, National
Research Council
fellow at the Univusity of Pennsylvania.
He to 1 d the
American Philosophical Society
at its opening
meeting that this
fundamental staff
of all life most
closely resembles
gelatine, rubber,
soap and casein.
These researches
were called the
most important in
the world, since
they aim at the
,inderstanding of
the b a s i c substance of all living things.
Dr. Seifriz told
b w he discov--ered that protoplasm is just as
springy a s a rubber band. Under
a powerful microscope a minute
particle of nickel,
only 1-2500th of
an inch acrnss,
was inserted into
the heart of a living cell. Attracted by u.n electromagnet, the metnlic p a r t i c l e
Et retched the
toplasm, and
when the magn et i c influence
was removed the
particle jumped
back into its original position.

LI I I LE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 530 B roadwa11? !yew_Yor~ City, or_29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particula.rs about advertising 1n thui magazine
-

AGENTS WANTED
I'LL PROVE to you that you cnn mnke $96
a week taking ·orders tor Jennings Guaronteed HosiPry. 1 turnish complPte equipment ond offer you an E~eex Coach without
cost. Write · now. The 1,'rank B. Jennings
Co .. Dent. L 222. Dayton, Ohio.
•
-------------------NEW WONDERFUL SELLER - Cost 10c,
profit $1.40 monogrnmlng autos. ExpPri•
Pnce unnPcessnrv. Free sl\mplee. Worcester
:llono,:rrnms. B 134, Worcester. Moes.

OME TO FLORJDA-Marry lonely maiden.
wealthy. League, Box 39, Oxtord, Fla.
H
u
,_ ..
h
HARRY IF LONELY .. ome ...a.er : un•
dreds rich: reliable, years experience: de•
1criptlone free. The Succes• ful Club, Box
!1.56. Oakhind. Caltfornla.
)IA RRIAOE PAPER-20th year.
Bill' IHU•
with descriptions. photos, names and ad•
t1rP••P•. 2r. cents. No other fee. Sent sealed.
Box 22illl, a. B01to11. Ka • a.

UA RRY-Free _p_h_o_t_o_g_rn-.p-:-h••--d.,.lr-..c-.,.to_r_y--a-u-=d
de•crlntlon•
wPRlth:, members.
P!!,7'
AOE:ST!'-WRITE FOR FR'E'E SAllrPLES. "'bPn married. of New
Plan Co., Dept. lMI.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" shirts for Knnsn• f'lty. Mo.
Jnr,:re !lfannfncturer. direct to wearn. No !------------- ---:----:-~
cnpitnl. or f'XJ)PrienrP requirerl. Many Pllrn COME TO FLORTDA-1\fatry lonely m11Jden,
S:100 weekh• anrl honna. Madison Mtgrs.,
wt'nlthy. League, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
1503 Bro11dway, New York.

NF.,v CA 11m1tA takPs and tlnl•hPs photos
in onP minutP. M11ke monev selling camnas. or taking pbotn•. 1':xclnstve tPrrttory.
Crown Co., Dept. 967. Norwalk, Conn.
AnS')LUTELY no competition selling VnlRtvle mi11inerv. Everv " ' "TIHtn huyR. · Yon
mnke ~25 to ~1150 11 week. Write for Sperlal
Offer n nd F:xclnsJYe Territory. Val-Sty!~ Hat
Co .. A81. Val-Style Bulldlng, Cincinnati. 0.

HELP WANTED
DETECTIVES needed everywhere. Big pay,
experience unnecessary, easily learned, i7
to 45. write Earl ,vncox. 1407 Lofayette Ave,
SE. Grand Rapids, Jlllcb.
•

DF.TECTIVES NF.EDKD EV'ERYWHEBE.
\Vork home or trnvel, experlPnce unneces•er:v. Write GeorgP R. Wngner. former
Govt. Dete<"tive. l!lM Broadway, N. Y.
8,IT,\"F.R•VG ~llrrors.

French plate. Ea~tly
learned: ,mmense profits. Pjans free. Wenr
Mirror Works. E:.c~l8lor Spr no:s, Mo.

MARRY-MARRIAGE

DIRECTORY

wltb

photos an'1 descriptions free. Pa:, when
marrlPd. The Exchange, Dept. IH5. Xansa •
City. Mo.
MA fl RY -Write for hill' new directory with
· photos nnd dPAf'rlpttnnN. Fre,,. Natlonlll
A.-enc:v, Dept. A. 4006. Sta. Ill.. Xan• at
f'lt:v. Mo.
ATTRACTTVE VOl NO T,ADY worth ~.000,
lonP!y. w111 marry. (R. C.) B-1022, Wichita. Konsas.

G.,,...,. A l'O'IVEF...,.ffF.A RT. F.xrh•n"'P lettf'r••
Write mP. P.ncloslnll' stamp. Violet Ray,
nennhon. Ohio.

w•

'.\JARRY-Lnnl'l:V 'RParts. jnln onr rlnh.
llavP n compnnlnn tor yon. mftnY worth
from $.~.000 to Sl!0.000. Descriptions, photo •,
lntrod11ctlo11s free. t'IPnd
money. Staudn rd Cor Ch1h. Grayslake, Ill.

"n

SWJl:ETHEART.8 for everybody.
Stamped
envelopes for proposftl.
Tbe Lily Club,
!'ttatlon H. c1 ..:re!J1nd. Ohio.

COME TO FLORIDA-Mnrry lonely mnlden.
wea.Jthy. League. Box 39, Oxford, Fla.

MI8CELLANEOUS

PERSONAL
ARE YOU LONESOlllET Write BPtty Lee,
Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, New York
City. Stomp appreciated.

HUNDREDS seekin,:i mnr;ia~P- It sincere
Pnclose stnmp.
Mr~. F. Wlll3rd. 2928
Broadway, Chicago, Illinois.
LONELY HEARTS- I have a sweetheart tor
you. Exchnnge le tters : mnke u ~w trlende
Efficient. confidPnl 1111 and dlg11ltled ~ervlce.
Me mhers eve r.vwherP. Eva Moore. Box 008.
J n<:kson ville. Florida.

fl~, $6 a Day
talring ordera for Zanol Pure
Food Products, Toilet Prepa.-·
rations, Soaps, Laundry and
Cleaning Specialties and Houae-

- hold Supplies.

Nationally, ti.dver-

tieed from ooaet to coast.. Not
eold in at.oroa. Fut repeatera.
Bia income every day. Exciu-

"'OUT,D YOU like to know what Ila, ot the
week vou werP born? Send nire. hirthdny
and II dimP (coin) an(l I will tell you. L. E.
Hayes. Box 137, Newberry, S. C.

SONGWRITERS
SEND TODAY for free copy Wrlter'1 DI•
gest: tells bow to write and • ell • hort
stories, pbotoplays, poems, 1on,r1. Writer'•
Dlirest, G-22, E. 12th Rt .. Cincinnati.

TOBACCO HABIT
Tobn<'ro or Snuff Hnhit cured or no pay.
$1 .00 it cured.
Remerly SPnt on trial.
Superhn Co., PC., Baltin\orc, 111d.

BOYS &
,GIRLS

Earn $2.00

BE FIRST
lN 'l' OUU TOWN

,vRJTE NOW for rm SPts Chrlstmns Seals.
S<>ll for 10,· n set. " ' h en sold s/'11d us $3.00
n nd kPPfl $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. 'B.
Nenbeckn, 961 E. 23d St. Dept. B. Brooklyn, N. -i·.

eive ule. No capital needed

Bic money for a,pare time.
Ford auto absolutely
Pree to workera. Write

... particulan,.

American Product& Co.
4331 Aml'rlcan Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Reprennt our blr factory 1!iowfnt
beautiful Stylc•Arch shoes to wome11, Ne
experience needed. I show f'OU how. Fascinatln• wodt. hlrh cunia.••·
Floe acllinl
outfit. But act at once. Get fula laforrnation quldl
from STYLK•ARCH IHOS COMP'AIIY, De11-

-nt '83

Ol• OI IINATI, OHIO,

THE TEDDY CAMERA
Takes and Finishes an Excellent Photograph on a Card
3½ ,c 2 ln Ono Minute .

MAGICIAN'S

OUTFIT

Apparatus and Directions for a Nurnbor
of Mysterious Tricks Enough for an
Entire Evening's Entertainment

~ANYONE CAN DO THEM

Cet

ipc;rour

15C

frieode .
k.i. ereatfun mr1Lify
'thi, Conjurer', C.biu.et., •n 7ou will be t.he
•
cleverMt [ellow ia. your dl1tr1ct. It conYin •
tha appa.ra.tu1 for ll!Yan .6r•trate triok•, inc1udin& The OiHpp,,14tiDa:: Ro.e, thr.t, -.hei,,
pl.aeeci on t1:e lllpel of yc,ur coat, ••ni•J10• froru
Trick
ei.;ht at; will; the Mulo Vaee and
and .upo_n
(:r. Wooden B-.11 it placed
.placin& ~h• lid ha• di-.tappellf'Ni and 1• foun,cj.
paell:et); 1 'ha ,Macie 'NtLJ .
1n 1omeo11e
with .,,,bic:h you c•n appurenUy eut your i.u&er
' al~oll i11 · t•~: the Wondet'ful Card Trick (a.card U placed in &o envelope and wh•a
; 'Jli~ Di••r,~arinc: ec;in Bos •
oP:t"n."n enttre,ly
opened aca111, is found to ha.Te
com IM

in,lde• JJ•n rttr-

ehe'•

.

.

1.~;~r

fe°t~.~J v~~f;hei~:c=i·l•~f~ l~
0

co1u. 11 droppe~ rnto a .rl"!'11 of wa.t..f'r, and •du:n the water ia poured out the coU\ hN

en:n!:;
;:~::1!1tc c~~\~r::. :c~tr.:«~ribcd above ~e .send full R'tY,~e~ri~lr"t;\~c!t:'
1~"~~rin{~:t:hi:
:li~~i:.~
~e
~t•t~d•
~;
~
~-~i
i~ei·:l
~
:
C'
nuu11
a.re
tliere
Cabinet,
r
.e
ro,1de1
som~ tecul1i.r
in111truetion 1 , for
ex,,Jamea
1llu11ou•
oth~r fell.ti
of Trlak.
t:~ 3',:y1c75,rlEr:-rse ~~•s;:::io·tc:i;r,:~"~~-D~~~.unexcelled Cabioet
1

1

1n.tlif::"l ll.,n1.
fully
and

t,

u

'Wl1icl, vo,u

printed

1

Every Boy His Own Toy Maker INVISIBLE INK
-~
con
TIie moatmes.
Greatest boys' book fldentlal
written. Telle how to sages can be writ-, \
nmke a Pinhole Cam- ten with thls Ink,
era. a Canoe, model for the writing
Railroad, a Televhone, Make• No Mark,.
Boomerang, Telegraph Cannot be Been unInstrument, Box Kite, less you know the ~
Talking Maohlne, secret. Invaluable
1'floroscope, Eleotr!c Motor, Eleotrlo tor many reasons.
Door Bell, Water Wlleel, Paddle Keep your postals and other J>rl-

irib~ff\r:rf~L.8114 ;~8n~ne:y0:S~nd8~~,twftin fr~~
ffr~·JoJ's!~r
pages. 150 , Illustrations. PRICE; playing practical Jokes. Only
15c a Bottle; 3 for 40c.

1Dt p_o stpald p 3 for 2Sc.

- 1'MiM:I;.11:t1i11~J!J.iUJi
The Wonder of the World

Japanese Rose Bushes bloom all the year round. Just
think of it. Slx weeks after plantini' the seed, the plants will

be in full bloom. • Jt may not seem possible, but we positively suarant- It to be •o. They ,...m bloom every
ten weeks, Summer or Winter, and when three years old the
bush will be a mass of roaea, bcarlnr from five hundred to

a thousand roses on each bush. The dowers are in three shadea
-rute, pink~ and crimson. The plants will do well both in and •
out doors. W c auara.ntec at least three bushes to a-row from each
packet of seed. Price, 10c packet, 3 pkt.s. for 25c postpaid.

Kissing Permit
Ahandsome
metal badge,
nlcketpla~
that you 'can·
wear, g! vlng
you tun out
of all peoport Ion to l t.s
trlftlng cost.
PRICE 10c
eac:h, 3 for
25c, or 12
for75cpost•
paid.\

@

Microphone Transmittef Button
ITNCC

•

· · • , qj>CA14
$100

~,i-

'

•

,_

'

' ·~

.

r.

\ '

eye, you can see

;.:l;'J,i":v.fg~ac'l.~
and sometlmes'you

,
see very interesting
things w.h en 'no one.thinks you are look-

:i'l,~l

j

1;~i'{;".;..!f.'e
g'i&"L'~,J
iii·ba~Jr
25 Cents Postpaid, .1 for SO cent••

;_"'le•

a hl&:hl:, aenait.in dc tectophone by
You e11n. e1uily
Trir.namittcr Dutton to collect t he 1ouud wa.n·•·
uaina::

thi•

~q ~p~:nt~uii1 ?; ~fm:tn ..:t~!e:;!:/~-~- bvtn: e:!~::t!~
0

By merely placing thl8 clever In•
etrument to your

CHr

0

The "Little Giant" Typewriter
A First Class Writing
Machine For $1.50

an outfit in your hi;tm• ud bur oouvor••tlon• beiu.1 held •ll
over the house. You c&ll c0lllUII0,\ up d ifferent room• of •
hotel. Thi1 outfit wa11 ua•cl by •eoret •ttrYk:e o~erati"'" durina: the war. It ~IJ beiol wied oath• 1taze . h 11 ultra-~IUli•
Uve and i1 the cue t.eet; inn1atlon. in. micro-phonea. You can
mount the but.ton almoet an1•here--eard boa.rd bozea, • tov•

..~>;r.:f:,e;r!::1..~.;
- Tb~r~!e\~i!t!!
l"'Ould like to UH a. type,rriterlbut

whoM beedl &nd buain&N do !UK ,....
rant th• •:q.,•JLM attached io thti purchase and U M ot a. &!ty or MHn'F;.a..
dollar .machine. To auch peno,M • •
iwn&dently reco tnmend our Lit.tie
Giant. hie 1troul.:, mad•.butlimpl.,
that _,_..
in. oonstru
qwolcly ler.rn to op4"t.e it, And •rite
would ,;t,i-b.,C
, t • numer•t.
enab~e ona. to writ

~:::~n''i~tt e~•\~;::r:ndn.~:ntt"ca~'!!ti: S!~~r~rao~; - .
~t!nt~~!c11'!!:
~~~v~:.:;:::~d,_:!tt~;!::!!:"°Tl.!ti,,!!:i
0

!t:.: ~~11~~:1
1

g! ~frlP:~nl~~~~ ~
renew
. Countlo1 • other •imu.r
oa u,dul for hundro<b of

~1:.~~~~en~Z:::~ca':

telephone tran••
old 1io• "talk-up" •hen nothin1
adio uae; carriea heaVJ"

fet1t awa.,y. Button may be uaed to

, ou apealcer.-_ otc. Many Ca•clnatmr etuntt rnAY be d evl111ed , • uo ILi holdina: t • button a1einet the throat or obe1li
to •nyone .,,,ho eende In •
to reproduce 1poeoh ,uthout aound waYee. $ 5.00 i1
u•w euca:eetion for th• uee of 't he Button providinr the manur&etllren find it ,uitable
for uoe ia their literatur•• PRICE 11.00 POSTPAID ANYWHERE.

a:i:ven

etion, ao
L----------_,.. :!lt::.r.ly T•:e they

moat treauentt,. u,ed •r• " ctouped u to
, !n.°lJ;,-:1::,1
~-:r~.:~¥rfl;;.:! r~:~:;1f:y!"t1t't!,.~d~•!~~~Ioi!~'~!~!•·
macbiM~hP~1.:::!
:r?ae~r~ ;~tZ :fi:~~!J,1:i1ru~rr~~=~vfo:1'!~'The
pl•t• SI.SO b,- mall poetpahl to any addr. .• lrt th• 9'oll1d.
0

0

pr::e 't,!·JOHNSON' SMITH&' CO.

:::::sson°r~s
A De Luxe Edltlon
(coin or stamps). Only
All the latest novelties,
g-ames, sporting goods,
any llbrary.

oaa

0

~:r Racine, Wis.

of our new 1926) NOVELT'£ CAT,'!.LOG mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents
book of lts kind in existence•. 420 pages, handsomely botll1d with lithographed covet.
pµzzles, trleks and. Joke good.•, sleight of hand tricks, etc., unobtainable elsewhere,
rare and interesting books, c<:riosities in seeds anjl plants, lVell worth a plaoe ln
··
.,, ' ·

..,

FREE !

SEMI-SAVA GE
·cHILEANS
Coronel is the
rrincipal coaling
vort on the west
coast of South
Am e r i c a , and
there it is customary -for
freighters to ship
twenty or thirty
stevedores in addition to the regular crew to
break o u t the
cargo when it is
consigned to variom: ports further
up the coast.
These men are
mostly Chileans,
and a tougherlooking company
than these sealgning longshoremen could not be
found, even
among the banciits of Southern
Europe and Asia
or . the old-time
pirates of th e
West Indies.
Swarthy, undersized, · dirty an!i
clothed in rags,
they seem to
touch the bottom
110t{!h in the scale
of hum a n•i t y.
What they lack jn
intelligence is appa1·ently made up
in animal cunning
and f e r o c i t y.
Even a crew of
Kanakas refuse
t( perth or mess
',vith them ..Every
Ni e carries a
knife, which he
can throw- with
the speed and accuracy of a bullet.
They are commanded by an
overseer, who is
v.ddressed as Captain and who exerts a certain degree of authority
over them. They
do their own
c.ooking
aboard
s--l,;ip, each man
serving as cook
for a week, at
the end of which
time he resigns
in favor of the
1\ "

v t ;n line.

Send us y o u r
name and address
and we'll tell you
how to get ' this
bracelet watch
Absolutely Free

Watch has 14kt.
White gold fiJled
case. 25 yPnr gunr.a n te e: · Excellent
time-keeper. Send
name today - for
free watch ·plan.
RELIABLE SALES
524 Broadway.
Dept 134,

BOYS &
GIRLS

$2 • 00
G"1ven
.

-

CORP.
New York

NO WORK
JUST FUN

Simply sell 50 Sets of Onr Famous Christmas
Seals for 10c a set. ",'he n sold send us $S.oo
and keep $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. Amer- ,
ican Christmas Seal Co., Dept. 131, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

•

I

Old Money Wanted
Will pay l!'ifty Dollars for nickel of 1913

with Liberty head. (no Buff'alo). We pP.y
cash premiums for all rare coins. Send 4c
for Large Coin Fo)der . . May meru, much
profit to yon.
NUMISMATIC co., Dent. 436
Ft. Worth, Texas.

YouWant to Earn Big Money!

And you will not be satisfied unle•s you
earn eteady promotion. But are you
prepared for the job ahead of you?
Do you measure up to the standard
that insures success 7 For a more rP·
sponsible position a fairly good edl!CU·
tion is nec.,.ssary. To write a sens1bl<•
business letter, to prepare estimates, t o
figure cost and to compute interest, you
must have a certain amount of preparittion. All this you must be able to do
before you will earn promotion.
Many business houses hire no O)en
whose general knowledge is not equal
to a high school course. Why1 Because big business refuses to burden Itself with men who are barred from promotl_on IJ:v the lack of elementary ed·
ucation.

Can You Qualify for a Better
Position
'-Ve have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a ·complete but slmpli11ed
high school course in two years, giving
you all the Pssentlals that form fhp
foundation of practical business. It wll1
prepare you to hold your own whPrP
competition Is keen and exacting. D n
not doubt :vour ability, but make 11p
:vour miud to It and you will soon havP
the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO
IT.
Let 11s show you how to get on the ron!I
to success. It wm not cost you a sinp;le
, working hour. Write today. It costs
you nothing but a 13tamp.

~AmerDept.
icanSc
hoo1J
H-784
Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

HANDS
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Protect yourself llgalnst
bold-up. rowdies. etc. with

Send me full lnforn111tlon on the aubfect checked and

flow you wlll help me wlq aucce••·
_.... .Architect
•••••. Bu.Sn••• Law

this clever claarette case

of light we!Kht metal. l!ooks

exactly llke the real thina-! Pull

•••••• Bulldlng Contractor

the trlirirer, back files the lid

1howtng your cigarettes.

Lots

ot tun sco.rlnir yoUl'

friends, and a great
protector. Sold e:1:cJu.

~":JllB~ ::~:.

0

~
.
Uv•ry t>fue, poataa••
Pat. Pendlns
Mone back ff not eatlafled.

PATHFr1on co~ Dep. Pl68 534 511th Ate.. R. Y.

_.....Automobile Engineer
......Auto hpalrm11111
•••••.CMI Enatneer

......Structural Englnae•

......Lawyer

...... Mach. Shop Practlc•

1...... Mechanlcal Enalneer

••..• .Shop Superintendent
. .....Employment M•n1• r•

:::::~~~~t~A
=::tant ::::::J:!:::.~J::e
r
••••. .Accountant A Auditor
•••.Sanitary Enslnffr
~

.

:::::::::=-.:ma oeatca• :::::1:1-:v~:.~::~-:.•
•.....Elec'lrlcal Enatneer
•.•...General Education

...... P..-eonal Anal:,ala

"" .. Nish Sclt111! Graduate
.... -wtreleaa Radl•

•-·Uncleckled
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, and Amus1nit. Tiley contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1149 Young Wild West at Yankee Camp; or, A. Fourth

No. 26.

HOW

:ro

ROW, SAIL AND BOILD A BOAT.

-Fully Illustrated. Full instructions are given In this
little book, together with instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. · HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one h
desirous of knowing what his future life will brlng
forth, whether happiness or misery, w~alth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
11nil be convinced.
'
·
No. 29- HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-'Every
hoy should know · bow Inventions originated. This book
,xplalns them all, glving examples In el<>ctrlclty, hy•
drnullcs. mal{netlsm, optics, pneumatics, mechanics.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
hooks on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
for cooking meats, flsh, game and oysters; also pies,
puddings, cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
ro11Pctlon of recipes.
No. SS. HOW TO BEHATE.-Contalnlng the rules
11nd etiquette of good society and the esslest and most
a pp roved methods of apf)earfng to good advantage at
r,artfes, ba1ls, the •theatre. church, and In the draw•
00
. n;.·.;. s1'.' HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A <'Omplete and
nseful little book, containing the rules and regulations
nf billiards, ba11:atelle, back-gammon, crorruet. dnini•·
etc.
·
No. S8. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contal n•
1ng all the leading conundrums of the da·y, amusing rlddleR, curious catcheB and witty S!!,YlngA..
No
40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-In•
eluding hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS 01" NEW YORK END MEN'S
.JOK EBOOK.-Contaln1ng a great variety of th<> lntMt
jokes used by the mo <· famous end men. No A.mntenr
minstrels Is romplete without this wonderful JlttlP hook.
No. 4!. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUlllP•
SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end JDen's Jokes.
Just the tbln11: for home amusP.mPnt ~nd amateur abows.
No. 411. 'l'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK llllNSTRET,
GUIDE AND ,JOKE BOK.-SomPth!ng new and very
fnstr11cttve.. Every boy should ohtaln this hoo'k, ns It
contalnA full Instructions for organl?. ing- an amatenr
m,! nstrel troupe.
No. 48. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A description of the wonderful uses of electric! ty and
electro magnetism; togPther with full Instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel.
A. M., M. D. Containing over flfty mustrRtJons.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
hand:v bo,s>k for boys, co~talnlng full directions for con•
structlng carioes and the most popular manner of sail·
Ing them. Fully 111ustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvfog r11les for con•
ducting debates, ontllnes for debates, questions for dl'scusslon and the best sources for procuring Information
on the question given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A valuable book, giving Instructions In collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals nnd ln,e~!: 151. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Con•
talnfng explanations of the general principles of sMlght·
of-hand applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring ·sleight-of-hand; of
t.ricks involving slelgbt-ot-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 111. BOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rule1 and full dlrectlon9
for playing Euchre, Cqbba,re. Casln~1 Forty-Ftve.
Bounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Polter, Aucnon Pitch, All
Fours and many other popular games of card1.
No.' 114, HOW TO KEEP AND MAN~OE PETS.Giving complete Information as tot.be manner and meth•
9d of raising, keeping, taming. breeding and managing
1111 ,klnds of pets: also glvlnl!.' toll Instructions for mRII:•
ln!II' cAges, ete. Fully explained by twenty-eight mus•
trRtlon~.

'.?'

l'or 1al1 bJ all new1dealer•, « wllt be - t to UJ
addreas on receipt of prt.e, 1,0e. DV C0PJ,
ID money or 1tam09. bl'

116 West 23d Street

New York Cit:,
DARRYi E. WOLFF. Publisher. Inc.
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of July on the Border.
and ''Innocent Ike": or, Trapplnir 'l TrfclcJ'
Rustlet-.
Prairie Pursuit; or, Arletta a Captive.
and the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
wltb the S-h eepmen.
Wnshlna- Out Gold; or. Arletta's Lucky 011•
covery.
· .,
Mexlcnn Mixup; or, ".l'lle Sliver Mine Dispute.
nt the Widow's Claim; or, Arietta's Brave Defense.
and the Range Boss: or. Crooked Work at the
Sleepy ;r.
Caught by Savages; or, Arletta's Dartns
Rescue.
and the Mexican Deadshot; or, The Slioottns
Match On thtJ Border.
at Hard Luck: or. Arietta and the Stream of
Gold.
·
Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Rustlers.
and the Miner's Trap: or. Arletta'& Great (IJhot.
at Ace Hlith Fair; ln', The Liveliest Time on
Record.
Risky Ride: or. Arletta and the Gulch Gang.
Buckskin Band.: or, The Sheriff's BIi{ Mistake.
Douh.le_ Triumph; or, Arletta Savln11: the Flag.
nnd "Cowboy- :rack"; or. Spoiling a Ranch Raid .
Only Ch11nce; or. Artetta's Quick Throw.
Deaperstp Char11:e; or, The Shot That Beat t'll1\
Redsk1ns.
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
Band.
In Danger: or, Helping the Trapped Cavalrymen

and the D11tchm1rn's Claim; or, Arletta Deff'ni1in<? T-fP""' T,frP.
1173 " Taming the Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tatl Ranch.
.
1174 " After the "Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
117~ " Cf~~n'i,J~e Two Gun Man; .or, Saving a Sher•
1
" and the Roy Ranr.hero.; or. Helping a Tenderfoot to Success.
1177 " · and "Ginger ;fake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
Gulrh.
1178 " anil the Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Defying
th<> Redskin• .
.
1179 " DPfvin!? lln Am hush; or, Arletta Leading the
Cnvnlrv.
118/l " Savecl R,• n Signal; or. Arietta and the Vanlsbinl? Li~ht.
1181 " Double Suhlfle; or, The Celet>ration at Buckhorn Rn.nch.
1182 " Capturing II Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalry
Scout.
f
1183 " an,l the Lone Cabin; or. The Raiclers oi' the
Gorge
1184 " Trnoped in a Canyon' : or, Arletta's Swing For
1172

"

llSl'\

"

T.JifP.

At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Dte

At The 8takP
118/J " and the · Doom'i'd Mine; or, Arletta's Life at,,
f::tike.
1187 " Racin~ For a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
1188 " MnrkPd By M!'xlcane: or, Arietta am:l the Senor.
U89 " and the "Silver ,Kid." or. The Dandy or the
Gulch .
.
1190 " -and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring Ee•
capP.
1191 " Surrounded By Death; or, The Seven Sticks of
Dynamite.
1192 " Staking a Clalm; or. Arletta On Guard.
ll!l~ " GrPAser Chase; or. The Outlaws of the Border.
1104 " Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
HorS!'S.

Boomiqg a Camp; or, The Shot that Op1?ned a
Gold Mine.
1196 " and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
as n n Auctione<>r,
1197 " Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and th!' Treasure o:f the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
Mnglc Trick.
·
·
1199 " Bossing A Cattle }tench: or, Arletta Corneref';.
By Rustlers.
· ••
For sale by all newsdeaters. or will be sent to any all•
dress on receipt of price, 8c. -per copy, In money
or postaire stamps by
1195

"
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